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1 Key New Features and Enhancements 

NetBrain IE v10.1 introduces the following new features and enhancements: 

1. Problem Diagnosis Automation System (PDAS)  

IE v10.1 greatly enhances the Problem Diagnosis Automation System (PDAs), which automates the Diagnosis 

of repetitive problems and enforces preventive measures across the entire network with the following new 

features and enhancements:  

• Network Intent Cluster (NIC) New:  NIC clones a Network Intent (NI), seed NI, across the entire network 

to create a group of NIs (member NIs) with the same design or logic. NIC can be created from the seed 

NI via the 7-step, no coding process. In PDAS, a subset of Member NIs can be automatically executed 

according to the user-defined condition based on the member device, the member NI tags, or signature 

variables.   

• Triggered Automation Framework (TAF) New: TAF matches the incoming API calls from the 3rd IT system 

such as ServiceNow to NetBrain Incidents and installs the automation (NI/NIC) to be triggered for each 

call. It has three key components: Integrated IT System defining the scope and data of the incoming API 

calls, Incident Type to match a call to a NetBrain Incident, Triggered Diagnosis to define what and how 

the NIC/NI is executed. 

• ServiceNow App 3.0:  the new version provides more flexible control on what data will be sent to 

NetBrain IE and supports multi-tenant deployment. It also integrates the NetBrain Incident pane into 

ServiceNow instead of the static map in the earlier versions.  

• Incident Pane Enhancements: as the output of PDAS, Incident Pane of IEv10.1 provides richer data and 

diagnosis history, including NI diagnosis results (from TAF, Probe, manually run), the status codes of 

Network Intent, diagnosis summary message, and recommended diagnoses.  

• Path-Based Troubleshooting Flow (PBTF): IE v10.1 introduces the Path Intent and many enhancements 

to enable users to baseline, document, and define the diagnosis logic for application paths when the 

network is healthy. Then this well-documented and executable knowledge can help network engineers 

resolve application slowness issues more efficiently or do application impact analysis when a problem 

occurs on a network device or device interface. 

• Parser Discovery New: a new feature to enable the user to find a Parser by the parser name, description, 

CLI command, variable name, and keywords of the sample text and test it with the local device data.  

• Visual Parser Improvements: support SNMP as the data source and add a new parser group type: 

Collector.  

• NI Improvements: support compound tables from different devices, formula columns to preprocess the 

table column data, macro variable, CSV output, and run NI with current baseline data. IE v10.1 also 
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introduces the NI manager and adds two helpful functions to NI Editor, the Duplicate device section 

and switch devices. 

 

2. Enhance the data accuracy and self-maintenance 

The other focus of IE v10.1 is to enhance the data accuracy and system self-maintenance with the following 

new features and enhancements:  

                      

• Open Topology (OT) New: a new framework to calculate the L3 and L2 topology. Besides redesigning the 

algorithm to improve the topology accuracy, OT is an open process to incorporate the user’s input in 

every stage of the process and is easier to maintain. OT takes the data from the network (Interface, 

MAC Table, ARP Table, CDP/LLDP, routing neighbors, etc.) and the user input to calculate the VLAN 

Group and then build L3 and L2 topology inside each VLAN Group.  

 

• Platform Validation (PV) New: PV checks the data accuracy by executing a set of rules called PV Rule 

(PVR). Besides the validation logic, a PVR will create a unique error code, error message, and 

recommended actions. A scheduled PV task will expose the data accuracy once, and the results are 

displayed in the Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW) per device. 

• System Validation (SV) New: SV collects all data accuracy issues caused by the system misconfiguration 

and live access issues and displays the results in DAW with the error code, message, and 

recommendations.  

 

• Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW) New: DAW is central to addressing the data accuracy issues per device. 

Users can view all info related to the data accuracy, including all data errors reported by PV and SV 

with the recommended actions, the topology and VLAN groups created by OT, PV Rules, and Open 

Drivers applicable to this device. 

• Open Driver (OD) New: OD provides an open platform for the user to fix the data accuracy issues in a 

device or a group of devices. It defines the logic (target data, data source, and mapping of the parser 

variables to the target date) to set empty data or modify an incorrect one.  

 

3. New Foundation Modules 

• Google Cloud Visual Management New: the support of Google Cloud Platform (GCP) is added in v10.1, 

including the discovery of GCP resources, mapping the GCP objects, mapping the application 

dependency across GCP, SPOG access through GCP native and 3rd party cloud management tools, etc.  
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• IPv6 Network Support New: add the support of the single-stack IPv6 network, including the discovery of 

IPv6 only network devices, L3/L2 topology, and mapping.  

 

4. Collaborative Troubleshooting Enhancements 

• Personal Map Copy New:  users can create a personal copy of a shared map (the master map) and share 

their findings and changes with others without altering the master map. 

• Reference Map Enhancements: provides a dialog to browse and select all common maps (standalone 

maps) and function maps (site, device group, Intent, Path, etc.) and allows a user to choose any 

common and function map as the reference map for the Path, Intent, etc. 

• Site Map Enhancements: support adding more devices like linked neighbor devices to a site map. 

• Smart CLI: support the Smart CLI on MAC OS.  

 

5. Other Enhancements 

• KC and Auto Update Enhancements:  enable the silent downloading and installation of the platform 

resources, etc.  

• License Enhancements:  support two license modes, separate pool and universal poll, and usage-

based license model for IBA module. 

• Benchmark, Live Access, and Fine-Tune Enhancements: enhancements to the device log of benchmark 

and fine-tune UI. Allow the users to lock only one setting, such as Management IP, in the device setting.  

• Installation Pre-check Tool New:  develop a tool to check users’ system readiness to install/upgrade and 

generate a report to help users prepare appropriately for the installation/upgrade.  

 

• Search Enhancements:  can search automation objects, NAT table, and Virtual server table.  

 

• Other Enhancements and Adjustments 
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2 Problem Diagnosis Automation System (PDAS)  

Release v10.1 greatly enhances the Problem Diagnosis Automation System (PDAs), which automates the Diagnosis 

of repetitive problems and enforces preventive measures across the entire network. As illustrated in the following 

diagram, from the end user's perspective, the output of PDAs is NetBrain Incident Pane/Portal, a central 

collaboration platform for troubleshooting and data sharing for each problem. 

  

The underlying system has three essential flows, as shown in the following system architecture diagram: 

• Automation Creation Flow: where diagnosis know-how is turned into automation assets across the entire 

network in the form of Network Intent (NI) or Executable Runbook (RB) inside the no-code platform. 

• Automation Installation Flow: where various automation assets are connected to future problem diagnosis 

through Trigger from the ticket system, or human interaction, or NetBrain’s adaptive monitoring system.   

• Automation Execution Flow – where automation is executed in response to an external symptom in three 

successive methods, namely triggered, interactive, and preventive. All execution output is organized inside 

the NetBrain incident pane for each distinctive Incident. 
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2.1 Network Intent Cluster (NIC)  

V10.1 introduces NIC, which expands Network Intent (NI) scope from a specific network design to one type of 

network design with similar diagnosis logic. While NI effectively documents and validates a network design, it 

applies to only one network device or a set of devices at a time. Therefore, it can take many repetitive efforts to 

create NIs for a large network. NIC is designed to expand the logic of a NI (seed NI) from one or a set of devices to 

the whole network. Furthermore, NIC can be triggered to run in the Triggered Automation Framework (TAF), and 

its results can significantly reduce the MTTR. NIC requires no coding skills and has an intuitive user interface for 

creating and debugging.  

For example, you create a NI to monitor whether failover occurs between a pair of HRSP devices, US-BOS-R1 and 

US-BOS-R2 (the failover often causes the performance issue such as the slow application). Then, NIC can replicate 

the logic to all pairs of HRSP in the network without any coding.  
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NIC is composed of a group of NIs (Member NIs) cloned from Seed NI via a 7-step, no-code process. A NIC may have 

thousands of Member NIs, corresponding to a specific network diagnosis. A subset of Member NIs can be selected 

to execute according to the user-defined matching logic based on: (1) devices inside the member NI (member 

device), 2) unique tag for each Member NI, or 3) signature variables assigned to Member NI.   

 

The following diagram is a sample NIC to clone a seed NI to check the HSRP running status for a network site. By 

creating a NIC to achieve this, you can expand the Diagnosis of one site to your entire network. Each Member NI 

has its tag and signature variable, the virtual IP address of HSRP. 
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2.1.1 NIC Creation Flow 

V10.1 provides via a 7-step, no-code process to create a NIC. 

 

2.1.1.1 Input Devices  

In the Input Devices node, you select the devices you want to expand the NI via the site, device group, and 

individual devices.  
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Users can load a CSV File to import the variables to enhance the device properties (the interface-related data is 

not supported in v10.1).   

 

 

 

The CSV Input Variables can be used in the following functions: 

• Eigen Variable Identification: The CSV input variables can be selected and used to define Eigen Variable 

to divide devices into different Eigen groups for NI creation (step 5).  
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• Target Seed Logic: CSV input variables can be used in the Target Seed condition (step 6).  

• Macro Variable: You may want to pass the device property to NI via Macro Variable, and you can use the 
CSV Input variable to achieve this (step 7).  

 

2.1.1.2 Seed NI  

 Seed NI node selects a NI you want to expand the logic. The seed devices will have default alias, D1, D2, etc. 

Users can change the alias to an intuitive name, such as this device, neighbor device. Only one NI can be selected 

for a NIC.  

 

 

 

The seed NI can support macro variables. For example, users can create a NI to check the MTU mismatch between 

two specific neighbor interfaces using the CLI command show interface e0/0. While replicating this NI to all 

neighbor interfaces of a network, the system needs to replace the interface name e0/0 with the interface name of 

the member device. The Macro Variables are defined for this purpose. 
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2.1.1.3 Seed Logics  

The seed Logic node selects the logic replicating the seed NI to the input devices. Each seed device can belong to 

only one seed logic. A seed logic includes a group of seed devices and a replication setting.  There are three types 

of seed logic:    
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1. Device-level logic 

Device-level logic is used for the single device diagnosis and replicated once for each device. For example, the NI 

checks the configurations for security compliance (whether the password is encrypted and telnet is disabled) and 

monitors the operation status (interface CRC error increases). 

 

 
 

 

2. Neighbor-level logic 

Neighbor-level logic is used to categorize neighbor-pair devices with cross-device diagnosis into a logic group, and 

the logic will be replicated based on the neighbor pair. There are three types of replication logic which is designed 

for the different types of real-world cases:  
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a. Full Mesh 
 

The full mesh will take any two input devices in an eigen group to replicate the diagnosis. So, if there are n input 

devices in an eigen group, NIC may generate the maximum of n*(n-1)/2 diagnosis in a member NI. Full mesh mode 

can be used to check the parameters across each neighbor pair to ensure the parameter for each device is unique. 

For example, check Router IP for an OSPF autonomous system to ensure that all router IDs configured within the 

same Autonomous system are unique.  

 

 

 

Seed NI Logic checks the router ID of two devices to ensure that they are not the same. If the router IDs are the 

same, the system will raise an alert.  
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To expand the logic to all devices within the same OSPF autonomous system, use the Full-mesh replication logic 

to define the seed logic.  
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b. Sparse Mode 

Sparse Mode will take the input devices of an eigen group as a list and replicate the diagnosis for any two adjacent 

devices. So, if there are n input devices, NIC may generate the maximum of n-1 diagnosis in a member NI. Sparse 

Mode can check the parameters across each neighbor pair to ensure that the parameters are the same across the 

device selected. For example, check EIGRP K Value for the same EIGRP AS number to ensure that all EIGRP key values 

within the same EIGRP AS number are the same.  

 

 

Seed NI checks the K value for two devices to ensure they are not the same. If Key Values are not the same, the 

system will raise an alert.  

To expand the logic to all devices within the same EIGRP system, we use the Sparse Mode replication logic to 

define the seed logic.  
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c. Hub-spoke Mode 

Hub-spoke mode is applied to the pair of devices with different roles. For example, one is a P device, and the other 

is a PE device. Hub-spoke mode will divide the input devices of an eigen group into two groups according to the 

roles and take one device from each group to replicate the diagnosis. For example, if there are m P devices and n 

PE devices, NIC may generate the maximum m*n diagnosis in a member NI (for this eigen group).  

 
We can create a NI to check the connectivity between a P and a PE device to ensure their connectivity is working. 
Then expand the check logic to all connections between P devices and PE devices with Hub-spoke mode.  
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Seed NI checks the connectivity between P and PE devices. If there is a connectivity issue between the P and PE 

devices, the system will raise an alert.   

 

To expand the logic to all devices within the same BGP AS Number, use the Hub-Spoke replication logic to define 

the seed logic.  

 

 
 

 
3. Group-level logic 

 

Group Level logic is used to replicate the exact number of device logic with seed NI. For example, a typical remote 

site of your network consists of one router and two switches. 
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You create a Seed NI to check the configuration compliance for a particular site, and you want to expand the same 

logic to all remote sites having the same deployment and setup. You can use group-level logic for this purpose.   

 

2.1.1.4 Device Classifier  

The Device Classifier node puts devices into different classifiers based on the device types so each classifier can 

use the same CLI command(s) to retrieve the data or use the same system. Besides device type, users can use 

other device properties and the configuration file.  

 

 

 

Users can define multiple classifiers, for example, one classifier for one vendor, which can be useful for an NI to 

support the multi-vendor.  

 

2.1.1.5 Group by Eigen Values  

Group by Eigen Value node groups devices with the same eigen value into an Eigen Group, which includes three 

steps:  

a. According to the user's selection, the system computes a single string or a list of strings for each device’s 
eigen value. For example, the hostname can be the eigen value for a single device diagnosis; for the neighbor 
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level logic with the interface, users may select two neighbor device hostname and two neighbor interface 
names as the eigen value.  

b. The devices with the same eigen value or overlapping eigen value (if a list of strings is used for eigen-value) 
will form an eigen group.  Many groups could be formed as a result. 

c. The devices in each group will serve as the candidate to form a unique member NI. 
 

 

Users can add variables from the Parser library, built-in system data, and CSV input variables. Or they can create a 

new Parser. Under the system data, users can select the device property, interface property, and topology data.  
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• Compound Variables and Ignore the variable order 

While expanding a NI to check MTU mismatch between two neighbor interfaces to the whole network, users can 

select the topology data under the system data as the eigen variables, including four variables, this device, local 

interface, neighbor device, and neighbor interface.  

 

 

 

Furthermore, users can add compound variables built from the currently selected variables. For example, users 

can create a compound variable this_device_info with the formula $thisDevice + $localInteface. This compound 

variable will uniquely identify a local interface across the network if the device hostname is unique. Similarly, 

users can create the compound variable neigbor_device_info and set both compound variables as the eigen 

variables.  
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The system may create two eigen groups for a pair of this_device_info and neigbor_device_info as (R1e0, 

R2e0) and (R2e0, R1e0). However, the order is not essential for MTU mismatch, and these groups should 

be one. Users can ignore variable orders by adding the Ignore Variable Order setting and checking the 

corresponding variables.  
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• Merge group via variables 

The system will create the eigen group by default if all eigen variables are the same. In some cases, users want to 

group devices even if some eigen variables are not the same. For example, a NI is created to check the neighbor 

relationship between P and PE devices. For this purpose, we want to group the P device and its PE devices into an 

Eigen Group.  

 

 
 

Four eigen variables are added: $name, $BGP_as_number, $nbr_device, $local_IP. And the Ignore Variable Order 

is added to ignore the order of name and nbr_device.   

 

 
 

Four eigen groups are created for each pair of P and PE neighbors. 
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To merge all eigen groups into one group, we can enable the merge variables function and select the variable 

as_number so that the devices with the same as_number will be merged into one group.  
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2.1.1.6 Target Seed  

Target Seed node defines how to match the input devices to a seed device. The system uses the target seed to 

match each device inside an eigen group to a seed device inside a seed NI and then from the matched seed 

device to match the corresponding seed logic. One input device can match multiple seed devices and so multiple 

device logic, meaning that this device can be cloned the multiple logic.  

For example, an NI is created to check the failover status of a primary and backup HRSP device. The seed devices 

are the primary and backup devices. We can define the target seed logic: if $state contains Active, match the 

primary seed device; if $state contains standby, match the standby seed device. 

 

• Define Matching Macro Variables 

Suppose the Seed NI has the macro variables. For example, it uses the CLI command, show interface e0/0 to 

retrieve the data for a special interface. Users need to define which eigen variables will replace the Macro 

variables.  
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2.1.1.7 Member NI 

Member NI generates the member NIs with the following additional functions:   

 

• For each member NI, users can view its member devices and eigen variables, set the Intent map, add tags, set 

the signature variables.  
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• Add the static NI as its member NIs.  

• Define the run setting and setting how to create the Intent Map automatically.  

 

 
 

• Export CSV report.  After executing Member NIs of a NIC, the system will merge all reports generated by 

member NIs and create a single report. 
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2.1.2 Execute NIC  

Member NIs of a NIC can be run manually. However, the better use case is that NIC is triggered by an external ticket, 

which requires adding NIC to the triggered diagnosis of the TAF system, or internal probe, which requires installation 

of NIC to the probe.  

Install NIC to a probe via three steps: 1) Select NIC; 2) Define Filter for Member Intent Member Device with Member 

NI Tags and signature variables; 3) Add Probe to Trigger Intent Execution. 

 

 
 

 

 

2.2 Triggered Automation Framework 

V10.1 developed a new Triggered Automation Framework (TAF), a new version of the ServiceNow App, and 

enhanced the Incident Pane to better support PDAs.  
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TAF has the following key components: 

1. Integrated IT System: define the categories of API calls and what data for each API call comes from the IT 

system (ticket system) to be integrated with NetBrain.  

2. Incident Type: for each category of the incoming API call from the Integrated IT Systems, TAF will further 

classify them into NetBrain Incident types. The Incident Type defines: 

a) The condition to put an API call into this Incident Type. 

b) The signature to decide whether merge the API call into an existing Incident or create a new 

Incident.  

c) The Incident message and Guidebook, which will be displayed in the Incident Pane.  

3. Triggered Diagnosis: each Incident Type can be installed to execute NI/NIC. The installed NI and NIC can 

be run automatically (triggered Diagnosis) by the incoming API call or displayed in Incident Pane for the 

user to execute manually (self-service). The Diagnosis results and NI codes are shown in Incident Pane and 

the Integrated IT system. The Triggered Diagnosis defines:  

a) When to trigger run NI/NIC (triggered condition).  

b) Which member NIs for a NIC (member Network Intent filter). 

c) How to run a member NI (member NI execution mode). A user can select create the Intent Map 

only, Execute the NI only, or both.   

 

2.2.1 Integrated IT System 

The first step of integrating an IT system is to define the API call signature (or identification) from that system to 

the NetBrain IE system. This can be done via defining an Integrated IT System at the system management level. An 

Integrated IT system describes what types of API calls (category) and the data included in these API calls. In addition, 

the system provides a mechanism to support multi-tenant and domain deployment for MSP and other customers.  
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2.2.1.1 Define an Integrated IT System 

An Integrated IT system has the following fields:  

• Source: the name of the ticket system, such as ServiceNow.  

• URL Address: the URL of the ticket system, such as netbrain.servicenow.com. This field is used to 

differentiate which source an API call is from.  

• Description. 

• Data field: categories of API calls and the data fields for each category.  

 

 
 

Each category corresponds to the different types of API calls from this ticket system, which usually has various 

data fields or parameters. For example, one category for the Incident ticket and another category for the Change 

Request ticket. Users can manually add data fields or import from a JSON file.  

If multiple categories are defined for an IT system, TAF needs to match an API call to a category by looking for a 

particular data field, category, of the API call. Therefore, we recommend that the user add this particular data 

field to all categories. Otherwise, a user can define a condition of a category used by TAF to tell which category an 

incoming API call from this ticket system belongs to.  
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ServiceNow App 3.0 provides the Send Data Fields to NetBrain feature, automatically creating or updating the 

integrated IT System for the ServiceNow. In addition, the auto-created Integration IT System includes the particular 

field, category. 

 

2.2.1.2 Multi-tenant Support 

MSP customers usually have multiple tenant systems, one tenant for one client. To support the multi-

tenant/Domain, an API call must include a particular data field, scope, and define mappings between scopes and 

Domains for Integrated IE systems. TAF framework will forward the API call to the matched domain. 
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2.2.2 Define and Test Incident Type 

For each category of the incoming API call from the Integrated IT Systems, TAF will further classify them into 

NetBrain Incident types. The Incident Type defines: 

1. The condition to put an API call into this Incident Type. 

2. The signature variables to decide whether merge the API call into an existing Incident or create a new 

Incident.  

3. The Incident message and Guidebook, which will be displayed in the Incident Pane.  

The definition of Incident type has three steps:  
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1. Basic settings  

 

• Incident Type: a unique name, such as Interface Error, BGP Down, etc. 

• Description: an optional field to describe the Incident. 

• Source: select an Integrated IT system, such as ServiceNow.  

• Category: select a source category, such as Incident (Incident ticket from ServiceNow). 

• Condition: define which API calls of this category coming from the source belongs to this Incident Type.  

 

2. Incident Merging Setting  

 

Often multiple tickets are related and can be caused by the same root cause. For example, if a monitoring 

system detects an interface is down, it may create multiple tickets. TAF allows a user to merge API calls for all 
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these tickets into one Incident instead of creating a new incident for each of these calls. The setting to merge 

will be defined like this: if an API call has the same signature value as a previous API call within a specific time 

range, do not create a new incident. Instead, append a new Incident message to the Incident created in the 

last call.  

 

 
 

 

3. Define Incident Message 

 

Each ticket will append a message into the corresponding Incident and optionally a recommended guidebook 

or Runbook template for the interactive troubleshooting. Besides the text, a user can insert any data field from 

the category, built-in special fields ({Incident Type}, {source}, {category}, and {triggered time}), and hyperlink 

into the message.  

 

 

 

4. Test Incident Type  

 

Incident Type edit UI provides the Test button for a user to test its definition. After inputting the data fields of 

the incoming API call, the system prints out the execution log, including each step's details.  
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2.2.3 Define and Test Triggered Diagnosis  

Under the Triggered Diagnosis tag of Triggered Diagnosis Center, a user can install an NI or NIC for an Incident 

Type. The installed NI and NIC can be run automatically (triggered Diagnosis) by the incoming API call or displayed 

in Incident Pane for the user to execute manually (self-service). The Diagnosis results and NI status codes are shown 

in Incident Pane and the Integrated IT system.  

For example, you create a NIC to diagnose the BGP flapping issue, generating member NIs for all BGP devices in 

your network. So now, for any API call falling into BGP flapping Incident Type, you can define a Diagnosis to run 

this NIC when the Incident occurs. The result indicates whether a BGP flapping occurred and an Intent Map is 

shown to the end-user in Incident Pane or ServiceNow. 
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 Define a triggered diagnosis with the following steps: 

1. Define the basic setting: name, description, type (NI or NIC), and select an NI/NIC 

2. Enable the NI/NIC to be triggered, self-service, or both.  

3. Define the conditions for the NI/NIC to be triggered (triggered condition).  

4. For NIC, define which member NIs to be executed (filter member NI) and how they are executed.  
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2.2.3.1 Basic Setting  

Besides the name and description, you select a NI or NIC for the Diagnosis. In most cases, you should choose NIC 

unless the Incident Type is specific for certain devices. For example, select the NIC, BGP Flapping Examination.  

The NIC can be set to run automatically if the triggered condition is satisfied or displayed in the Incident Portal for 

the end-user can manually run it (self-service).  
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2.2.3.2 Triggered Condition  

Trigged condition defines when this Diagnosis will be executed. First, you select the Incident Type to trigger this 

Diagnosis. Then optionally define the condition. If no condition is specified, the Diagnosis will always be executed 

when the incoming API call belongs to the Incident Type.  

 

 

2.2.3.3 Filter for Member Network Intent  

 For NIC diagnosis, users can filter the member NIs to be executed. In our example, you may not run all member NIs 

if there are many BGP devices in your network. Instead, you may want to run the member NIs for the device(s) 

related to this Incident.  

 
 

You may set Maximum Network Intent Matched for One Trigger to be a reasonable number to protect the system.  
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2.2.3.4 Member Network Intent Execution 

NIC defines the logic to check the network state against the Intent and create a map for the Intent. The user can 

specify which to execute.  

 
 

• Select the Execution mode: Execute Network Intent Only, Insert Intent Map Only, and Execute Network 

Intent and Add Intent Map.  

• Select the Network Intent Setting: defining how the results are displayed in the Incident Portal. The option 

Set Incident Device after Execution allows the user to set the incident device(s) to include all Network 

Intent devices or only the Network Intent Devices with the alert status codes. The option Create Incident 

Message by Status Code will create an Incident message with the status code. 

• If an NI has an Intent Map, the system will display the map in Incident Portal. Otherwise, the system will 

create an Intent Map according to the logic defined in NIC. An incident message will also be created with 

a hyperlink of the Intent Map.  

This setting affects both the triggered and self-service Diagnosis. If Execute Network Intent is selected, this 

Diagnosis will be available for the manual Trigger NetBrain Diagnosis (in the Integrated IT system and Incident 

Portal). Similarly, if Insert Intent Map is selected, the Diagnosis will be available for the manual Trigger NetBrain 

Map (in the Integrated IT system and Incident Portal). 
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2.2.3.5 Guide for Interactive Automation  

The user can select a guidebook or a Runbook Template to guide the end-user to run the recommended automation 

in the Incident Portal.  

 

 

2.2.3.6 Subscribe to Preventive Automation 

A diagnosis can be configured to collect the alerts from Flash Probe and/or NIs. The user can define the time range 

(e.g., next one day), filter tag (e.g., BGP probe or NI), and alert type from Intent.  

 

 

The system will collect all alerts from the fresh probe or NIs on all incident devices in the configured time range and 

display them in Incident Pane.  

 

2.2.3.7 Self-service Settings 

If a diagnosis is enabled for Self-service, an end-user can select and run this Diagnosis manually from Incident 

Portal or the IT Integrated System such as ServiceNow. The Self Service enables Network engineers to share 

essential diagnosis functions with IT engineers. See section 2.3.5 and section 2.4.1 on how users can run the self-

service diagnosis in ServiceNow and Incident Pane correspondingly.  
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Self-service Settings defines parameters an end-user must input in the popup window when the Diagnosis is 

selected and run and other options: 

 

• Diagnosis name: the name displayed to the end-user while selecting a diagnosis to run. It can be different 

than the diagnosis name defined in the Triggered Diagnosis window. 

• Parameters to filter the member NIs: the user can select NIC signature variable, member device, member 

network intent tag. For each parameter, the user can define the prompt, whether the end-user selects the 

value from the multiple-choice and/or enters the value manually, whether it is mandatory, and hint. When 

Multi-choice is enabled, the user should enter the possible choices separated by the semi-colon (;). These 

choices will be displayed to the end-user as the dropdown menu. If both multiple-choice and manual input 

is enabled, the end-user can manually enter the value or select from the dropdown list.  

• Maximum Network Intent Matched for One Trigger defines the maximum of matched NIs. The system will 

stop matching NIs when this number is reached.  

• Checkbox Create New NetBrain Incident if No Incident Exists in this ticket will create a new incident if no 

incident exists for this ticket.  
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The self-service setting has the default values so that the Diagnosis can typically work if a user does not change the 

default setting.  

 

2.2.3.8  Test Triggered Diagnosis  

Triggered Diagnosis UI provides the Test button for a user to test its definition. After inputting the data fields to 

emulate the API call, the system prints out the execution log with each step’s details.  

 
 

A link is provided to view the Incident for this incoming call.  

 

2.2.3.9 Manage Triggered Diagnosis  

Triggered Diagnosis is managed in the Triggered Diagnosis Center, where a user can view all Diagnoses grouped by 

Incident Types, create, edit, delete, and duplicate (copy) a diagnosis. The center also provides the standard search 

and import/export functions.  
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2.2.4 Triggered Diagnosis Log 

Under Triggered Diagnosis Log tag of Triggered Diagnosis Center, logs of all triggered Diagnosis are listed,  

 

 

2.3 ServiceNow App 3.0  

IE Release 10.0 and 10.1 provide new features to improve the automation troubleshooting workflow, such as 

Incident Portal, Guidebook, Network Intention (NI), and Network Intention Cluster (NIC). To integrate these new 
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features into the workflow, NetBrain v10.1 developed a new Triggered Automation Framework (TAF) and a new 

version of the ServiceNow App, 3.0. The ServiceNow App 3.0 (abbreviated as App 3.0) has the following 

improvements:  

 

 

• Move the definition of NetBrain automation from the App to the NetBrain IE system and so do not require 

the App definition change to automate a new network task.  

 

App 2.0 defines the trigger rule and automation template for each type of network problem. When a new 

task issue needs to be automated, or better automation is developed for an existing task issue, the 

automation template will be redefined, which requires ServiceNow admin to be involved. The new TAF 

framework moves the definition of the automation template to the IE system. So, App 3.0 only needs to 

send the ServiceNow data helpful in diagnosing to the IE system. Since a ServiceNow data resource such as 

the Incident table does not change, App 3.0 does not require reconfiguration when a new type of problem 

occurs.  

 

• Support what data will be sent to NetBrain IE 

ServiceNow 
Data
• Incident 
• CM Request 
• Problem 

NetBrain IE

Trigger Rule Shared Data

Connector

Call NetBrain API 
Return Incident 

Trigger Rule
NetBrain 

Automation 
Template

Connector NetBrain Domain ID

ServiceNow Data Scope

Call NetBrain API Stub 
Return Map 
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App3.0 completely upgrades problem diagnosis automation and mapping engine from fixed, runbook-

driven to a flexible, intent-driven approach, enabling ServiceNow as another independent source to 

consume NetBrain automation. It also makes it possible to upgrade the ServiceNow/NetBrain integration 

without coding continuously. 

 

• Integrate with NetBrain incident and display the NI and NIC results  

When triggered automation occurs, the NetBrain incident URL will be returned to ServiceNow to replace 

the current Embed Map. A user can open NetBrain Incident Pane from the triggered results, which provides 

much richer data and diagnosis history than the static embed map. Also, this updated ServiceNow data 

entry can be sent to NetBrain IE and displayed in the Incident Pane. In addition, the status code of NI and 

NIC results are displayed in the triggered results.  

 

• Support Multi-tenant  

The MSP customers can have multiple tenants or domains to manage their clients’ networks. In App 2.0, 

we only support one domain for triggered automation. App 3.0 supports the multi-tenant by mapping the 

related ServiceNow data (Scope) to NetBrain tenants and domains.  

 

2.3.1 NetBrain Connector 

The NetBrain Connector connects the ServiceNow and the NetBrain IE system. App 3.0 supports a new 

authentication method, by token, and the multi-tenant deployment.  
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Besides the old authentication by NetBrain API username and password, the App 3.0 supports the authentication 

by API username and token, which can be used if NetBrain IE user uses token for authentication. 

 

MSP customers usually have a multiple-tenant system, one tenant for one client. App 3.0 Connectors support the 

multiple tenants via the concept of Scope. The Scope is used to match a triggered API call to a NetBrain tenant. 

The Scope should be the display name (field name) identifying which client a ServiceNow ticket belongs to, such 

as company name and customer ID.  

 

The mappings between scopes and domains are defined in the NetBrain IE system setting.  

 

2.3.2 Define Shared Data Field  

The App 3.0 allows the user to define the data fields sent from ServiceNow to NetBrain IE system in the API call 

triggered. The shared data can be defined for each source table, like Incident, Problem, Change Request, or other 

customized tables.   

All data fields are displayed by default while defining the shared data for a ServiceNow source. The Filter function 

is provided for the user to find the fields. The default filter lists this source's matched fields and key subfields. The 

App also provides the other type of filter to list all subfields of a matched field, for example, company.class, etc.  
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2.3.3 Auto Trigger for NetBrain Problem Diagnosis  

App 3.0 supports two types of triggers:  

• Diagnosis Trigger V2.0:  identical to the functions of App 2.0. This stub will create a NetBrain map and 

execute the Runbook.  

• Diagnosis Trigger V3.0: the new diagnosis trigger supports multiple tenants and domains. It will trigger 

Network Intent Cluster (NIC) and Network Intent (NI).  

 

2.3.3.1 Trigger Stub V2 

 

App 2.0 provided trigger rule and NetBrain automation template to create NetBrain map and execute a Runbook. 

App 3.0 keeps these functions under NetBrain Triggered Diagnosis (V2) to be compatible with App 2.0 with one 

enhancement: the user has Enable Auto Access for NetBrain Portal option in trigger rule setting. With this option 

checked, the NetBrain Portal of the Incident will create an access code, and the user can open the Incident Portal 

without login.   
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2.3.3.2  Trigger Diagnosis V3 

NetBrain Triggered Diagnosis V3 can trigger NIC and NI. 
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The definition of the trigger rule of Triggered Diagnosis V3 is much simpler than V2. The user only needs to define 

the source table and conditions in which an API call is triggered. So, App 3.0 only needs to send the ServiceNow 

shared data defined in section 3 to the IE system for the IE system to define how the data is mapped to NetBrain 

data and what automation tasks are to be executed.   

 

 

 

2.3.4 Auto Triggered Results  

The triggered logs and results are displayed under the NetBrain Automation tab of the ServiceNow ticket. The logs 

show each step of the triggered events with the timestamps, such as creating an incident, creating a map, executing 

a Runbook, executing a NIC. 
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There are two improvements:  

• In App 3.0, we recommend viewing the triggered results via the NetBrain Incident Pane instead of the 

embed map. The Incident Pane provides much richer data and diagnosis history than the static embed 

map. The App 3.0 provides the links for a user to open the Incident map in the NetBrain IE system or 

Portal, which includes all troubleshooting information. 

 

 
 

•  The NIC or NI diagnosis status is displayed on the ServiceNow ticket page.  

 

2.3.5 Manual Trigger NetBrain Map and Diagnosis 

App 3.0 allows users to manually trigger the NetBrain map and Diagnosis from the triggered results. 
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2.3.5.1  Manually Trigger NetBrain Map 

App 3.0 provides a user with four methods to create the map: Map Device and Its Neighbor, map a path, open 

the site map, and intent map. For each method, a user can define the input.   

 

 

2.3.5.2  Trigger NetBrain Diagnosis 
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The manual Trigger NetBrain Diagnosis function provides a user to execute a NIC or NI. The available diagnosis list 

is generated by the IE system. The method may require the user to enter the input, which can be mandatory or 

optional. For example, a diagnosis related to BGP will require a BGP AS number and optionally one or multiple 

device names. 

 

 

2.3.5.3 Enable Send Updated Data to NetBrain 

If the value of the shared data changes, App 3.0 will not trigger a call to update the value by default. The option 

Send changed fields to NetBrain can enable the updated values to be sent to NetBrain. The updated values will be 

displayed in NetBrain Incident Portal.  
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2.4 Incident Pane Enhancements  

The Incident is the Problem Diagnosis Automation System (PDAS) output, whose data will be displayed in the 

incident pane and portal. In v10.1, the system will create an incident for each ticket when triggered automation 

occurs. The user is redirected to the NetBrain incident pane from the customer ticket system, e.g., ServiceNow, 

which provides much richer data and diagnosis history than the static embedded map in ServiceNow App. 

Incident Pane provides a central collaboration platform for troubleshooting and data sharing, including:    

• External ticket information, such as ServiceNow ticket ID, short description, and call back URL. 

• Problem area mappings 

• NetBrain Flash alert from the adaptive monitoring, shown as the incident message 

• Network Intent diagnosis result, shown in incident diagnosis tab 

• User notes during collaborative troubleshooting 

• Recommended guidebook and runbook template 

 

V10.1 makes the following enhancements on the incident pane and incident portal. 

• Display NI diagnosis results in incident pane (from TAF, Probe, manually run), making the incident pane 

the Single Pane of Glass (SPOG) of network Troubleshooting (TS). 

• Enable the subscription of Adaptive Monitoring data (flash alert, NI status codes) to allow users to see 

related historical monitoring data in the incident pane. 

• Allow users to run recommended diagnoses in the incident pane. 

 

2.4.1 Browse Diagnosis Results and Run Diagnosis    

The Incident pane has four tabs: Messages, Maps, Diagnosis, and Members. The Device tab of the earlier version 

is renamed the Diagnosis tab, under which Users can centrally view the diagnosis results from other functions and 

manually run the Diagnosis. 
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• Manually execute NI. 

Users can run self-service Diagnoses defined in TAF in IE Workstation and Portal. The execution results will be sent 

to the incident message and the output of the diagnosis pane. 
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• Query Alerts from Preventive Automation 

Users can query all alerts for incident devices or current map devices. A query summary is displayed in the Incent 

Pane, which links to Preventive Automation Dashboard. 

2.4.2 Subscribe to Preventive Automation 

Often solving a problem requires multi-person cooperation and various data types (such as map, NI, probe, 

Runbook...). Preventive Automation (Adaptive Monitoring) data subscription allows users to see all diagnosis results 

related to current network problems in the most recent time, which helps users locate and solve problems faster. 

Users can choose which probes to subscribe to and which NI/NICs are included in the probe: 
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2.5 Path-based Troubleshooting Flow 

The network is designed to carry critical application flows. A network is considered healthy if the critical applications 

flows are healthy, so Path-based Troubleshooting Flow (PBTF) is an essential part of PDAS, which intends to 

automate the Diagnosis of the repetitive problem and automate the enforcement of preventive measures (design 

rules, best practice, or security policy) across the entire network.  

2.5.1 Upgraded PBTF  

In previous versions, it was hard to define what a healthy application is like and diagnose the application slowness 

or do application impact analysis. V10.1 introduced the Path Intent feature and Intent-based new TAF and a few 

other Path-related function enhancements, which enable users to baseline, document, and define the diagnosis 
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logic for the application path efficiently when the network is healthy. Then this well-documented and executable 

knowledge can help network engineers resolve application slowness issues more efficiently and do effective 

application impact analysis efficiently when a problem occurs on a network device or device interface.  

The PBTF is upgraded in IEv10.1 as follows:  

 

 

Path-based Troubleshooting Flow in v10.1  

1 Baseline Path and Path Intent, Add Path Intent into NIC (when network is healthy) 

The critical application flows can be calculated via live network data with full documentation behind the 

path logic when a network is healthy. Path-related baseline data and diagnosis logic can be 

programmatically defined inside Path Intent without coding, which can be added into a NIC as static 

member NIs. Then, this NIC can be used in the trigger diagnosis of TAF with the filter of member NI defined 

with the path source and destination and the application name.  

2 Trigger Path-Based Diagnosis (when the path issue occurs) 

TAF receives the ticket sent by the 3rd IT system and triggers the execution of NIC according to the logic 

defined in TAF. If the ticket is related to an application, TAF will execute the path NIC, which will run those 

member NIs specified for this application. The alert message for this path will be displayed in the Incident 

pane. 

3 Review Baseline Path and Path Intent (during troubleshooting) 
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During troubleshooting time, any user can intuitively access the pre-documented application path via the 

A|B path dialog. The pre-documented path results, along with the pre-built diagnosis automation, will 

accelerate the application troubleshooting process. 

4 Calculate Live Path and Compare with Cached Path (during troubleshooting) 

During troubleshooting, users can recalculate paths with the live data and compare them with the cached 

paths to reveal various issues behind a slow application. 

5 Execute Path Intent and Diagnose Issues (during troubleshooting) 

Users can rerun the associated path NI with the live network data and check the diagnosis results. 

2.5.1.1 Main Target Problems and Use cases of PBTF  

The enhanced Path-based Diagnosis functions intend to automate the following four kinds of typic path-based 

Diagnosis:   

• Is the Path changed visually? Compare the cached path (when network is healthy), golden baseline path, 

and live Path in the troubleshooting stage. 

• Is the Path failing over programmatically? Use NI to check routing table entry (for L3 failover) for the next-

hop change and the CAM table (for L2 failover) change.  

• Is the Path healthy performance-wise? Use NI to baseline and analyze the link utilization change, 

CPU/memory change, link error change, QoS buffer drop change, etc. 

• Is Path configured properly? Use NI to check the QoS configuration consistency across devices of the path 

and configuration consistency between the failover device pair for the Path. 

Two typical use cases can leverage the TAF and Path Intent-based diagnosis capabilities:  

• Slow application analysis 

When an application performance monitoring finds an application slowness issue, it will create a 

ServiceNow ticket, and then NetBrain can be triggered by the ticket. TAF will filter and run the related Path 

Intents based on the application path information in the ticket (the path source/destination, application 

name, and path name) to find the root cause. 

• Application impact analysis 
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When a network monitoring system finds issues occurred on a network device or device interface, it may 

create a ServiceNow ticket, which will trigger NetBrain Diagnosis. The Diagnosis can be configured to match 

and run all Path NIs associated with this device and report the applications impacted by this issue. The 

summary report will be displayed as an incident message. 

 

2.5.2 PBTF Use Flow   

There are two types of PBTF flows: 

2.5.2.1  Flow 1: Path-based Interactive Troubleshooting Flow 

 

1. Define and discover path (When Network is Healthy) 

The architect engineer can identify the critical applications and define the path source/destination and their 

gateways. Then, he can discover these paths when the network is healthy. 

2. Document Path (When Network is Healthy) 

V10.1 focuses on documenting the calculated paths and related path logics, including:  

• Path description: like the business application name and description.  

• Path note on each hop device to enter the related network design and troubleshooting knowledge.  

• Path reference map: not just the map of path results, but also with design notes or related config-let, 

failover annotation, etc. 

• Golden Path: the best traffic path as designed.  
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3. Define Path NI (When Network is Healthy) 

A network architect can define NI to document the path diagnosis logic when the network is healthy and associate 

it with the Path. When users define NI for a path, all hop devices of the Path will be put into NI. The path NI can 

diagnose slow application issues or other path issues. 
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 Typical examples of the Path NI:  

• Check routing change for L3 failover 

• Baseline and analyze the QoS buffer drop change 

 

4. Find Pre-documented Path and Review Path Documents (During troubleshooting) 

When a user enters the source and destination, the documented Path with the same source/destination will be 

displayed in the path IntelliSense dialog. The user can select one path to view its results on the map, including the 

path description, note, path reference map, and Path logic. 
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5. Drill-down analysis: calculate live Path and Compare with Cached Path (During troubleshooting) 

 

During troubleshooting, users can discover the live path and compare it with the cached path. 

a) Select golden or cached Path Results to draw it on the map. 

b) Calculate Live Path and compare it with golden Path or cached Path 

If the live Path is different from the cached Path when the network is healthy, failover may have occurred to 

cause the application slowness due to the limited bandwidth of the backup link. 
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6. Drill-down analysis - Execute Path intent (During troubleshooting) 

 

The user can browse alert summary messages in the Incident pane created by Trigger Diagnosis and open the 

corresponding Path NI to view the detailed diagnosis alerts. He can also run a Path NI to check the newest diagnosis 

results. 

        

 

2.5.2.2 Flow 2. Path-based Trigger Automation Flow 

1-3. The first three steps are the same as Flow 1.  

Same as step 1 of flow 1.  

 

4. Install Path-based Trigger Automation (When Network is Healthy) 
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The Path NI can be triggered by TAF or Adaptive Monitoring. To install the Path NI for triggered automation, users 

need to:  

1) Tag the Path NI with the path source/destination IP or DNS name, application name, and path name. 

2) Add all Path NIs into a NIC as static member NIs. 

 

3) Define trigger diagnosis using the NIC and the NIC filter condition with path NI tags (see section  2.2.3 for 

detail). 

 

5. Open NetBrain Incident from ServiceNow Ticket (During troubleshooting) 

A NetBrain incident can be created automatically for A ServiceNow ticket based on the TAF definition. NOC 

Engineers can open the ServiceNow app, check the ticket, and find the related link to the NetBrain Incident. 
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6. Find documented Path and Review Path Documents (During troubleshooting) 

A message containing a hyperlink to the path map will be displayed in the incident pane after the NI is triggered if 

a path map is saved as a NI reference map.  Users can open the Path map, locate the Path from the map and view 

the path description, path note, path reference map, and Path logic. 

 

7. Review Trigger Diagnosis Result (During troubleshooting) 

Users can review the Path NI Definition to understand the trigger diagnosis result. 
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8. Drill-down analysis - Calculate live Path and Compare with Cached Path (During troubleshooting) 

Same as step 5 of flow 1. 

 

9. Drill-down analysis - Execute Path intent (During troubleshooting) 

Same with step 6 of flow 1.  

 

2.5.3 Main Enhancements 

2.5.3.1 Discover Path 

The user may have difficulty selecting the gateway (the first hop) while defining a path due to the duplicate IP, HSRP, 

HA group, etc.  A typical scenario is: different end systems use the same IP address.  Also, there is a limitation in 

previous versions: the system's list of gateways automatically created may not include the one the user wants to 

select.  

In v10.1, users can select any device’s interface with IP as the gateway for the end system (However, only the current 

device’s interface with configured IP can be chosen as the gateway for a network device) as the following 

circumstances: 

• The gateway auto-selected by the system is not the one user wants. 

• The user does not manage the gateway device. 

 

 

  

The IntelliSense dialog while a user enters the IP addresses at Points A and B is improved to reduce the difficulty 

of the first hop choice. The following is an example when the user enters an IP address:  
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2.5.3.2 Document the Path 

After mapping the application path while the network is working properly, users can document the path as follow:  

• Add path description and note  

The path description and note may describe the design and the possible issues a user wants to share with others.  

In the Path Logic panel, the raw data used in each step of path discovery is shown. In addition, the user can add 

notes to describe their findings regarding each step of the path calculation.  
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• Define and View Reference Map 

in the path details pane, a user can define the path reference map, in which he can draw the golden baseline path 

and add device notes for the key configurations.   

 

2.5.3.3 Define Path NI for Path Diagnose  

The path discovery logic is based on network technologies such as routing, NAT, and ALC, which can be documented 

as an NI. Moreover, the user can define Configuration/CLI command diagnosis on each path hop. From the Path 

detail pane, a user can create a path NI.  All path devices will be added to the NI edit page, each having a section to 

define the configuration or CLI command diagnosis.  

A user can also select an existing NI to add it as the path NI. Then, he can sync this NI with the current path devices 

and set the current path map as the reference map.  
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2.5.3.4 Access the Saved Path via A/B Dialog 

When a user enters the source or destination in the A/B dialog, the saved Path with the same source or 

destination will be displayed on the Intellisense dialog. The user can view the saved path results and open its path 

map. 

 

 

2.5.3.5 Discover the Live Path and Compare with the History 

V10.1 made the following improvements for a user to discover the live path and compare it with the saved path:  

• Provide an entry for the Live Path and Cached Path in the Intellisense B dialog so that a user can discover 

the Live or Cached Path without modifying the option. 

 

 

• Browse historical paths  
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In the path result pane, a user can browse all historical paths, check whether the path is golden, and set/remove a 

path as golden. The current path will be auto-saved and listed as the historical path later.  

• Run Path NI to check the Diagnosis result 

The user can execute the path NI and view its results in the new Path NI pane. 

 

2.5.3.6 Improve Usability of UI Result and Detail Pane 

• Display the check results and the raw data (raw CLI data, NCT, system table, or configurations) in each hop.  

 

 

• Add the tag on each path hop for the network technology checked by the path discovery logic. 

• Display the path name, application name, and path reference map. 

The user can tell whether a path is saved by the path name being untitled or not. The user can also set the 

reference map. 
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• Only block the Path Result pane instead of the whole UI to allow the user to access other operations during 

the path calculation. 

    

2.6 Parser Discovery 

The Parsers are the building blocks of NetBrain automation such as NI, DVT, and Qapp. A new feature of v10.1, 

Parser Discovery, allows the user to quickly find a parser he needs from the parser library and test the Parser with 

the local data. If the user cannot find the Parser, he can create a Visual Parser or submit a ticket to request NetBrain 

to create one. 

The Parser Discovery has the following key functions: 

• Search Parser by parser name, description, CLI command, variable name, and sample text. 

• Filter Parser to narrow down the search results with device and parser types. 

• Test the Parser on a local device. 

• Can request assistance from NetBrain if the Parser is not found. 
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2.6.1 Search a Parser 

Parser Discovery is used whenever a user selects a Parser, allowing users to search parsers by Parser fields, filter 

the results by the device/Parser type, and do a quick test with the local data. 

V10.1 improves the usability of searching parser. By default, users can search parsers by parser name, parser 

description, CLI command, variable name, and sample text: 
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Users can specify the search scope to achieve a more precise search: 

• Search Configuration Parser 

If the user wants to search for a configuration parser, he can set Sample Data (Text) as the search scope. e.g., 

using keywords eigrp resitribute contained in its sample data. 
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• Search CLI Parsers 

If the user wants to search for a CLI command parser, he can set the CLI command as search scope. e.g., using 

keyword show interface contained in its CLI command. 

 

 

2.6.2 Filter Parsers by Device Types and Parser Types 

Through Filter, the user can quickly narrow down the search results by device type and parser type, e.g., filtering 

matched CLI parsers only applied to Cisco Router. 
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2.6.3 Test Parser with the local data 

The user can select a device from the domain to retrieve the data, then test the Parser with the retrieved data to 

view if the Parser can parse variables correctly. 
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2.6.4 Request Assistance from NetBrain 

When the user cannot find the Parser, he can submit a ticket to NetBrain by clicking Request Assistance. Fill in the 

description and attach the CLI command output (the retrieved sample data) to the ticket. When the ticket is 

submitted, the NetBrain team will create the Parser and deliver it to the user by Knowledge Cloud (KC) or email. 

 

2.7 Visual Parser Improvements 

V10.1 expands the function of the visual parser to enable the visual parser to support SNMP data and adds the 

support of the collector parser group to solve the cases where the paragraph parser group cannot parse data. 

The collector parser group can find all matching items based on the defined keywords, automatically group them 

according to different values of the keywords, and parse the required variables based on the grouping. 

Collector parser group solves the following types of cases: 

• The configuration scenario of VRRP/IS-IS: configurations recur in segments based on keywords, and all 

belong to a group of data. 
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• The configuration files in Juniper and some Firewalls are defined in JSON format such as { } and not easy 

to parse. 

• Provide the capability to group during log file parsing. 

The collector group definition is as follows: 

 

ID Line: define where the ID variable(s) in the collector group is located. Only define ID variables, not other non-ID 

variables. All variables in the ID line should be ID variables and must be matched successfully.  Then group the entire 

parser input text according to the actual value of the ID variable. 

Variable Lines: If users want to parse specific variable values of different groups, they need to define a variable line 

that repeatedly refers to ID Variable to confirm which values are parsed. In the variable line of collector, a specific 

syntax is supported to refer to the variable defined in the ID Line, for example <% $var1 %>. Users can also define 

multiple variable lines in the collector. 
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2.8 Network Intent Improvements 

V10.1 improved NI by enabling the table diagnosis between devices with no-code automation, enhancing the 

export and import functionality, and adding the test run with baseline data. These NI improvements provide a 

smoother workflow to define NI for customers with no code automation. 

2.8.1 Add Compound Table 

The Add Compound Table feature replaces the old merge table with more functions and a user-friendly design. 

The tables can be from the same devices or two different devices. For example, Table 1 is an OSPF neighbor 

interface table ospf_nbr_intfs from one device, and Table 2 is an OSPF neighbor interface table ospf_nbr_intfs 

from another OSPF neighbor device. The two tables can be merged using this, nbr, interface, and nbr_intf  as the 

paired Key into an OSPF neighbor pair compound table. 

 

 

 This compound table contains information about the neighbor paired device, interface, OSPF cost, and area ID.  

The output table can be adjusted in Settings to remove the columns or rows without matching key columns. 

Compound tables can be selected in NI Diagnosis as part of the Diagnosis Conditions. 
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2.8.2 Add Formula Column in Table 

Users can add the Formula Column on the table variable from the parser and the compound table. Formula 

Column converts the variables into different formats or values in new columns. For example, convert the IP 

address to the corresponding device hostname, or add two variables via simple arithmetic expressions, $var1 + 

$var2. 

 

 

2.8.3 Export CSV Report 

The network data parsed by the parser and the status code from the previous execution result can be organized 

into a CSV report and saved in the NetBrain file system or downloaded to a local computer.  
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Users can define the CSV file name and the column names in the CSV report. One NI can have multiple CSV 

reports. 

 

 

The users can select the data to be exported and map it to the CSV column. The following data can be exported: 

• Built-in Data:  built-in data from NI, such as $this_device (the device name for current device), Diagnosis 

Note, Device Status Code, Intent Status Code, device status code, and intent status code.  
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• Variables: If Loop Table Rows is checked, the table variables selected for the current diagnosis and all the 

single-valued variables for the current device can be selected and exported to the CSV report. Otherwise, 

only single-valued variables can be selected and exported for the current device. 

• Macro Variable: All Macro Variables for the current device can be exported.        

 

The generated CSV report can be viewed in the Network Intent View Mode after NI is executed.  If NI is executed 

in a Runbook, the generated CSV report can be Exported or Saved by clicking on the CSV report name in the NI 

result pane. 

The CSV reports of a NIC’s member NIs can be merged into one report when exporting or saving the report. 

 

2.8.4 Switch Devices in Device Section 

The devices defined in a NI may not exist in the customer’s network, and users can switch to the devices in their 

domain before using the sample NI. After the devices are switched, the device scope will be changed to the 

selected devices. The baseline data will be switched automatically to the baseline data of the selected devices. 

The devices used in diagnosis, compound variable, compound table, and Formula Column will also be changed 

automatically. 
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2.8.5 Duplicate Device Section 

When creating or editing a NI, the visual parser and diagnosis defined under the current device can be duplicated 

for another device using the Duplicate Section function.   

 

2.8.6 Test Run with Baseline Data 

In R10.0, NI can be run with the last result data, testing the NI. R10.1 adds a new option, Current Baseline, for the 

Data source of NI besides the existing Live Network option. 
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2.8.7 Use Macro Variable in NI  

Macro Variables can be used in NI. The Macro Variable is defined and assigned with the default value in NI edit 

mode. After that, Macro variables can be used in Diagnosis Conditions, Diagnosis Notes, Status Code definition, 

and CSV report. The default value of the Macro Variable will be used when executing the NI and exporting the 

report. 

Users can define two types of Macro variables, the device and CLI variables: 

• CLI Variables are Macro Variables used in CLI commands. The screenshot below gives an example using 

CLI Variables for the command, show ip ospf $process_id. 

 

 
 

• Device Variables are Macro Variables used on devices and can be used in NI Diagnosis Conditions, 

Diagnosis Notes, or CSV reports.  The screenshot below gives an example using Device Variables for BGP 

AS number.   
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2.8.8 Network Intent Manager 

In the previous version, the user needs to create/edit/manage NI from the Network Intent Pane on a map, which 

is not convenient since only NIs applicable to the current map are displayed in this pane by default. IE10.1 adds a 

standalone NI manager so that users can manage NIs without opening a map.  
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NI Manager and NIC Manager are two tags on the same page to switch them easily. In NI Manager, all NI are 

managed with hierarchical folders. 
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3 Open Topology and Data Accuracy  

NetBrain has built a complex and extendable framework to retrieve the data from the live network and create a 

digital twin for the network. The system driver is used to retrieve the data, a complex algorithm is developed to 

calculate the topology, and an intelligent path framework is created to discover the traffic path. However, due to 

the complexity of the network and emerging technologies, data accuracy is still common. Although we created 

many functions and processes to address the data accuracy issues, for example, Tune Live Access to take care of 

the device credential change, Platform Certification to expose all data accuracy issues once, we still have the 

following challenge on the data accuracy: 

• No scalable solution to detect all data accuracy once. Many data accuracy issues are often unknown until 

users use the system to do certain tasks, such as troubleshooting a real network problem, which is 

certainly not a good time to resolve the data accuracy. Platform Certification project is a good start, but it 

can only be performed by the NetBrain team.  

• The data accuracy issues can be caused by many functions and misconfigurations. The system can detect 

these issues and provide the functions to fix these issues. However, these issues are scattered in many 

places, such as duplicated IP manager, benchmark report, domain health report, tune live access, etc. The 

system does not have a central place to list all data accuracy issues and the methods to fix these issues.  

• The NetBrain team resolves most data accuracy issues by modifying the system driver or adding a new 

driver and applying the patch of the topology algorithm. It is difficult for the user to get involved. 

V10.1 provides a scalable solution to identify and fix the data accuracy issues, as illustrated by the following diagram 

with these new features:  
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System Driver Open Driver

Device Data 
(GDR, System Table, NCT)

Open Topology Framework 

L3/L2 Topology

Map, Path
Automation (Runbook, Qapp, NI, NIC, etc.)

Platform 
Verification 

Data Accuracy 
Wizard

System 
Verification 

Live Network

 

• Open Topology (OT): 

The algorithm at v10.0 and earlier versions is a “closed” system, which is hard to maintain and can take a 

long time to fix the inaccurate data. V10.1 introduces Open Topology (OT), a new framework, to calculate 

the L3 and L2 topology. Besides redesigning the algorithm to improve the topology accuracy, OT is an open 

process to incorporate the user’s input in every stage of the process and is easier to maintain. OT takes the 

data from the network and the user input to calculate the VLAN Group and then builds L3 and L2 topology 

inside each VLAN Group. 

  

• Platform Verification (PV)  

Platform Validation (PV) checks the data accuracy by executing a set of rules called PV Rule (PVR). Besides 

the validation logic, a PVR will have a unique error code, error message, and recommended actions. A 

scheduled PV task will expose the data accuracy once, and the results are displayed in the Data Accuracy 
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Wizard (DAW) per device. After that, the user can view the results and take corresponding actions to fix 

the issue. 

 

• System Verification (SV) 

System Verification (SV) collects all data accuracy issues caused by the system misconfiguration/failure and live 

access issues and displays the results in DAW with the error code, message, and recommendations.   

 

• Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW) 

Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW) is central to addressing the data accuracy issues per device. Users can view all 

info related to the data accuracy, including all data errors created by PV and SV with the recommended actions, 

the topology and VLAN groups created by OT, Platform Verification Rules, and Open Drivers applicable to this 

device.  

 

• Open Driver (OD) 

In earlier versions, the device data are retrieved and parsed by the device driver (System Driver), maintained, 

and updated by NetBrain. When device data is inaccurate, the user can only contact NetBrain and wait for a 

patch of the driver to fix the issue. IE v10.1 enables users to correct the data accuracy issues via a new feature, 

Open Driver (OD), which allows the user to map a variable defined by Visual Parser to a device data.  

With these functions, the user flow to address the data accuracy will be: 

1. Schedule Run PV. 

2. View all device errors in DAW, created by PV and SV. 

3. Follow the recommendations to fix an error. One common method is to create an OD. 

 

3.1 Open Topology 

The topology is the foundation of the IE system. In IE 10.0 and earlier versions, we have kept the same framework 

to calculate L3 and L2 topology and made gradual improvements supporting emerging technologies such as 

virtualization and VxLAN. However, the old framework is a “closed” system, which is hard to maintain and can take 

a long time to fix the inaccurate data. 

V10.1 introduces a new framework, Open Topology (OT), to calculate the L3 and L2 topology. Besides redesigning 
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the algorithm to improve the topology accuracy, OT is an open process to incorporate the user’s input in the 

different stages and is easier to maintain. OD takes the data from the network（Interface, MAC Table, ARP Table, 

CDP/LLDP, routing neighbors, etc.） and the user input to calculate the VLAN Group and then build L3 and L2 

topology inside each VLAN Group.  

The framework is illustrated in the following diagram. At each stage, the user can adjust the data or provide the 

manual input, for example, create an Open Driver (OD) to correct any network data, add an Adaptive Plugin to 

create neighbor pairs, modify the Discover and Black MAC list to adjust VLAN groups, and manually modify the 

topology results as a last resort.  

 

 

 

3.1.1 Open Topology Framework 

The process flow of OT is:  
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1. Retrieve and parse the data from the network with the System Driver. Then, use the Open Driver and Data 

Plug-in to fix any inaccurate data. 

2. Execute the Adaptive Plugins for the special technologies such as VxLAN and OTV to generate Neighbor Pair 

Table. 

3. Calculate the VLAN Group. Use the network data combined with the user input Discover MAC, Black MAC, and 

VLAN Fix-up Link as the input. 

4. Generate Final Zone with VLAN Group and the user input Manual Zone. 

5. Calculate L3 Topo for each Final Zone, calculate L2 Topo and One IP Table for each VLAN Group. 

6. Add the Neighbor Pair to the topology results.  

7. Run MPLS Plug-in and other Topology Plug-in to correct or supplement the topology results.  

 

3.1.1.1 VLAN Group 

VLAN Group is an L2 Broadcast Domain, including L3 IP Interface, L2 Switchport, and End Point (End System and 

MAC Device). It is often associated with a business unit, for example, Dev VLAN, QA VLAN, etc. The IP addresses in 

a VLAN Group should not be duplicated except HA (High Availability) and FHRP (First Hop Redundancy Protocol). 

 

3.1.1.2 Data and Adaptive Plug-in 

Each device in the system is assigned to a System Driver (SD), which defines how to retrieve and parse the built-in 

data for a device type. Since SD is maintained by NetBrain and published to all customers, it may take a while to 

modify SD to fix any data accuracy issues. Instead, the user can create an Open Driver or Data Plug-in to fix the 

issue quickly. For example, the interface of an ARP table is empty. 

Adaptive Plugin is used to create the neighbor pairs for special technologies such as VxLAN and OTV, keeping the 

core algorithm simple and efficient and supporting certain technologies without a new release.  
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3.1.1.3 Discover and Black MAC 

The user can define the MAC addresses that must be used to create a VLAN group as the Discover MAC and those 

that must NOT be used as the Black MAC. Discover MAC addresses are those stable MAC addresses used often in 

communication. Discover MAC address must be unique across the whole network. In contrast, Black MAC 

addresses are not used in real traffic and may cause the miscalculation of VLAN groups. Both addresses can be 

edited in Domain Management. 

3.1.1.4 VLAN Fix-up Link 

The user can manually add the links between device interfaces and VLAN info on the Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW) 

pane. 
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There are two types of links, Direct Connect, which will affect both VLAN group and L2 topology, and Virtual 

Connect, which only affects the calculation of VLAN groups. The Virtual Connect is designed to support Overlay 

technology such as OTV and VxLAN.  
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3.1.1.5 Manual Zone 

V10.1 keeps Manual Zone to solve the duplicated IP address issues and adjust the L3 topology results. 

 

 

3.1.2 Open Topo Output 

The OT results can be viewed per device in DAW. 

3.1.2.1 View and Map VLAN Group 

Under the Topology tag of DAW, a user can view all VLAN groups this device belongs to, view VLAN group details, 

and create the L2 topology map for a VLAN group. In addition, the system provides an option to include the end 

systems in the VLAN map.  
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3.1.2.2 View L3 and L2 Topology  

At DAW, a user can view all L3 and L2 links of a device, map one or multiple topology links. Here we display the point-

to-point (P2P) full mesh connections instead of the connection to the media. In addition, more details are displayed 

for a topology link, such as the source and updated time, to debug the data accuracy issue. 
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3.1.2.3 One IP Table  

V10.1 adds two fields, VLAN Group and VLAN ID, in the One IP table. VLAN Group Name or ID is displayed under 

VLAN Group, and the VLAN ID is VLAN Number.  
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3.1.2.4 VLAN Group Based Zone 

Most duplicated IP addresses are resolved by the auto-created VLAN Group Zone, as shown in the Duplicate IP and 

Subnet Manager.  

 

 

3.1.3 Other Related Adjustments   

3.1.3.1 Discovery  

The OT framework uses more network data than the old algorithm to build the VLAN group and then L3 and L2 

topology. To keep the discovery process simple, the system does not build the topology in the discovery process. 

Instead, the topology will be built in the system benchmark. Therefore, discovery UI is adjusted as follows: 

• Add a link to run the benchmark task in the manual Discovery UI and Domain Setup Wizard. The user can 

select the predefined benchmark tasks to run. This option is not available for the scheduled Discovery. 
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▪ Remove all operations except Build Site in Run Additional Operations After Discovery at the Advanced 

Options. 
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3.1.3.2 Benchmark Setting  

In the Add Execution Point of the Benchmark task, add two entries before building VLAN Group and after building 

VLAN Group. The user can add the Data and Adaptive plugins to fix the topology issues. 

 

 

3.2 Platform Validation 

Platform Validation (PV) checks the data accuracy by executing a set of rules called PV Rule (PVR). A PVR can be as 

simple as a device management IP address must be not empty and as complex as that a physical interface 

(identified by its name) with an IP address configured must not have VLAN configured. Besides the validation logic, 

a PVR will have a unique error code, error message, and recommended actions. PV results are displayed in the 

Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW) per device. NetBrain system administrator or any end-user can view the results and 

take corresponding actions to fix the issue. 
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The main workflow is: the administrator set up a scheduled task to execute PV against all devices in the domain; 

all NetBrain users view PV errors and warnings on DAW and follow the recommended actions to fix the issue.  

 

 

NetBrain Platform team has already built a rich set of PVR packaged into the V10.1. However, the network is 

complex, and we will run into new technology and issue. Therefore, we will continue to develop and optimize the 

PVR. New PVRs and the corresponding System Driver, Open Driver, or other resources will be published to the 

customer via Knowledge Cloud (KC).    

 

3.2.1 Define PVR 

PVR is created only by NetBrain Platform Engineers and published to the customer via KC. The PVR is defined by a 

Python script file (PV file). A PVR has the following components:  

• Name: a unique name to identify the PV file name.  

• Description: optional, describing what this PVR is about.  

• Qualification: defining what devices this PVR can be applied to, same as the general Qualification definition. 

For example, you can define a PVR only applicable to a certain device type, such as the Cisco IOS router or 

a device with BGP configured.  

• Check Logic: the logic to implement PVR. The logic can be simple, such as checking whether a device 

management IP address (the device parameter, sometimes also called GDR) is empty. If so, create an error. 

The error is defined globally, which includes:  

• Error Code: a unique hexadecimal number to identify the error.  

• Error Type: the category of this error.  

• Short Message: describing the error, e.g., the management IP address is empty.  

• Long Message: describe the interface error in detail.  

• Severity: can be Error, Warning, Information.  
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• Recommendation: each error code corresponds to multiple recommendations on how to solve the problem 

when such an error occurs. The common recommendation is listed in the following table.  

 

Recommendation Description 

Create an Open Driver To create an Open Driver to fix this issue.  

Update an Open Driver  Update an existing Open Driver. 

Tune Live Access Open the device setting for the user to tune.  

Update System Driver The system will create a beta System Driver, which is 

enabled in the IE system. 

View Original Data The link will open the UI to view the original data, such as a 

system table or an NCT table.  

Contact NetBrain Send an email to NetBrain support. 

 

The errors are listed in DAW per device. In addition, the recommendation has a link to the corresponding action 

UI. 

 

3.2.2 PVR Examples  

PVR can be used to validate the device/interface/module property, system table, NCT table, and Overall 

Health Monitoring data. 

 

Category Check Logic  Error Message Recommendation  

Device 

Property 

Management IP is not 

empty. 

  

The Management IP 

is empty. 

Please set the 

management IP in 

the Shared Device 

Settings or Contact 

NetBrain. 

Device 

Property 

A device supporting CLI 

Configurations has SNMP 

created configurations. 

Failed to retrieve CLI 

configuration. 

Please Contact NetBrain. 
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Device 

Property 

Interfaces in the route 

table should exist in the 

domain.  

The interface of 

Route Table does not 

exist in Interface 

Property. 

Please create an Open 

Driver to add the missing 

interface or Contact 

NetBrain. 

Interface 

Property  

An interface mode is in 

(trunk, hybrid), and 

trunkNativeVlan is empty. 

OR the mode is not in 

(trunk, hybrid), and 

trunkNativeVlan is not 

empty. 

Interface properties 

trunkNativeVlan and 

mode are 

inconsistent.  

Please Contact NetBrain if 

the interface handles real 

traffic; otherwise, please 

ignore it. 

Configuration 

and System 

Table 

Device Configuration is 

more than one week older 

than the System Table.  

Device Configuration 

is more than one 

week older than the 

System Table. 

Please check if 

Configuration File is 

checked in Retrieve Live 

Data of Benchmark Tasks 

and Contact NetBrain if 

this issue still exists. 

Overall 

Health 

Monitoring 

(OHM)  

The values of OHM fields 

are not empty 

Device data is 

missing in Overall 

Health View. 

1. Please check the “CPU 

and Memory Usage” 

Parser in Parser Library. 

2. Please check the 

“Overall Health View” 

Data View Template in 

the Data View Template 

Manager. 

3. Contact NetBrain if this 

issue still exists. 

 

 

3.2.3 Schedule PV  

The system has one built-in Schedule PV task, which will be executed against all devices. The user cannot delete 

this task or add a new Schedule PV task. However, he can disable and enable this task.  
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The user can set the schedule of the PV task, such as frequency, start date, end date, and start time. In addition, the 

system provides an optional setting, Hard Stop Time, which can be useful to stop the PV task after the specified 

hours so that it may not overlap with other scheduled tasks such as the system benchmark. The PV task will be 

paused with the current execution status recorded (primarily the devices to have been verified). Then, in the next 

PV cycle, PV tasks will be resumed from the last execution status (skip those devices which have been verified and 

verify the devices not verified in the last cycle yet.)  

 

 
 

The PV task will start at the scheduled time or resume if the PV task of the last cycle does not finish within the hard 

stopped time. For each device in the domain, the PV task will run all PVRs to which this device is qualified (the 

qualification is defined in PV files) and enabled (a user can see all qualified PVRs and disable/enable a PVR on DAW). 

The user can view PV status (Disabled, Running, Completed, Idle, and Paused), view the execution log, export the 

results to a CSV file, delete the results, and manually stop the running PV task. 
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3.2.4 View PV Results in DAW  

The latest scheduled PV results are displayed on DAW Dashboard per device, categorized by Error, Warning, and 

Information. Each entry has the error code, the time of the first failure, error message, and recommendation. The 

link in the recommendation will bring the user the corresponding UI to fix the issue. After a user tries the 

recommended steps, he can click the button Re-validate to run all validation rules for this device to verify that the 

error is fixed.  
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3.2.5 Enable, Disable and Run a PVR  

All PVRs to which this device is qualified are listed under the Validation Rules tag of DAW. The user can disable and 

enable PVR for this device. The disabled PVR will not be run against this device in the scheduled PV task. The number 

of qualified devices is also displayed here for a user to see all devices qualified to a PVR and then disable or enable 

PVR for these devices.  
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3.3 System Validation (SV) 

In V10.0 and earlier versions, the live access-related issues are scattered among many functions and UIs. As a result, 

the error messages are not consistent across these functions. IE v10.1 introduces System Validation (SV), which 

provides the system-wide consistent, more detailed, and accurate error messages in all features involving live access, 

such as discovery, benchmark, fine-tune, Qapp, NI, etc. These errors will be displayed in a central place, Data 

Accuracy Wizard (DAW). SV also summarizes the live access status on all devices and provides recommended 

solutions for each error type for users to maintain device data accuracy by themselves. 

SV is a backend process requiring no user involvement. The output of SV is the system and live access-related error 

messages, which are displayed in the DAW dashboard. The SV error has the same components as PV error: error 

severity, unique error code, type, detailed message, and recommendations. 
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3.3.1 SV Error Examples 

SV categorizes the live access failures into four major types: server error (Front Server, Front Server Group, Jumpbox, 

and API Server), Ping error, SNMP error, and CLI error (CLI connection, non-privileged login, privilege login, and 

advanced script). They could be further categorized into more detailed error types, and each has a corresponding 

recommended solution. The corresponding error message example and the recommended solution are listed below 

for each error type. 

Category  Error Type Error Message  Recommendation  

Server 

Error  

unavailable 

Front server 

 

The front server FS 

(10.10.34.84) is 

unavailable. 

You may switch an available front server in 

the Shared Device Settings or Tune Live 

Access. If there is no available front server, 

you can check the front server status in the 

System Management -> Front Server 

Controller. Contact your NetBrain admin if 

needed. 

Ping 

Error  

Unreachable IP 

address 

The management IP 

address 10.10.34.84  

of the device is 

unreachable.  

 

You may switch an available management IP 

in the Shared Device Settings or Tune Live 

Access. 

SNMP 

Error 

SNMP access is 

declined. 

The SNMP access 

from FS(10.10.34.84) 

has been declined by 

the device. 

 

You may check the ACL configured on the 

device through 

NetBrain Smart CLI or other remote access 

terminals. 
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CLI Error  SSH/Telnet 

connect timed 

out. 

SSH/Telnet connect 

from FS(10.10.34.84) 

failed: timed out  

 

You may check the CLI Connection Timeout in 

the Shared Device Setting -> CLI -> Advanced. 

 

CLI Error Unrecognized 

prompt in non-

privilege login. 

Non-privilege login 

failed: unrecognized 

prompt “user:” 

 

You may enable the CLI login script in the 

Shared Device Settings -> Advanced to add 

prompt and command in the Non-privilege 

Mode login script. 

 

CLI Error Authentication 

failed in 

privilege login. 

Privilege login failed: 

invalid privilege 

username/password. 

You may check the login credential configured 

in the Shared Device Setting or Tune Live 

Access. 

CLI Error Device not 

responding in 

mode name. 

Mode name login 

failed: device does 

not respond. 

You may check the  CLI Session Timeout in 

the Shared Device Setting -> CLI -> Advanced. 

 

3.3.2 Live Access Validation Rule  

Even though live access failures could happen in all features involving the live access process, sometimes only partial 

live access will be checked in some tasks. For example, Ping and SNMP access won’t be verified in the system 

benchmark. Therefore, live access validation rules are created to verify each live access method of devices to ensure 

the system can fully access them. Users can also re-run the validation process in the DAW dashboard to validate the 

live access settings (timeout settings, login script, etc.). 
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Live Access Validate Rule will validate the accessibility of devices based on the latest device settings with the 

following steps: 

• Check the connection of relevant servers, including the front server, front server group, jumpbox server, and 

API server. 

• Ping, the device management IP, to validate the connection. 

• Access the device via SNMP using the latest SNMP session timeout setting. 

• Validate the CLI access of the device using the latest CLI session timeout setting. The CLI access includes 

SSH/Telnet connection and authentication in non-privilege mode, privilege mode, and customized mode.  

If live access failure happens in any of the steps above, corresponding error messages and codes will be generated.  

 

3.4 Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW) 

The data accuracy issues can be caused by many functions and misconfigurations. The system can detect these 

issues and provide the functions to fix these issues. However, these issues are scattered in many places, such as 

benchmark reports, domain health reports, tune live access, duplicated IP manager, etc. The system does not have 

a central place to list all data accuracy issues and the methods to fix these issues. 

V10.1 introduces Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW), a feature dedicated to all data accuracy issues per device, such as 

live access issues from SV, the device data issue from PV, and the topology results from OT. The verification rules 

and the open drivers are also listed in DAW so that a user can enable/disable these rules and drivers. 
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3.4.1 Open DAW  

If the devices on the map have SV/PV alerts, the corresponding hostnames will be highlighted with an alert icon. 

Users can click the icon to open DAW for this device. DAW can be opened from the Start menu, left navigation 

bar, and device detail pane.  

 

 

 

Users can enable or disable DAW alert in the map with the option Display Alert on Map. 
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3.4.2 DAW Components  

DAW is for one device only, and the user can change the device. At the top of DAW, the hostname and the basic 

data are displayed. 
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DAW UI has four tabs: 

• Dashboard: display all data issues created by SV and PV. Each issue has the error code, error message, and 

recommended actions.  

• Validation Rules: display all PVRs applicable for this device. The user can enable, disable or debug run a 

PVR. Refer to section 3.2 for details.  

• Topology: displays OT results, including VLAN groups to which this device belongs, L3 and L2 topology links. 

Refer to section 3.1 for details.  

• Open Driver: displays all ODs applicable to this device. The user can enable, disable and test run an OD. 

Refer to section 3.5 for details.  
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3.4.3 DAW Dashboard 

The issues reported by SV and PV are listed under the Dashboard tag. SV is a backend process to collect all system 

and live access issues per device.  

The error message will be displayed as below: 

 

For each error, the users can:  

• Use the link provided in the recommendation to fix the issue, and then click the re-validate button on the 

DAW dashboard to confirm that the issue has been fixed.  

• Ignore the error from the right-click menu to remove it from the dashboard. The user can ignore an alert 

type on a device, all devices, or a group of devices. An ignored error can be restored.  
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• Locate the Validation Rule and disable the rule if users think that the rule is not relevant. The user can 

enable or disable the rule in one device for all qualified devices. 

 

3.4.4 Notification of DAW reports 

Users can set up an email task to receive the DAW report of the devices. 

 

 

3.5 Open Driver 

In IE v10.0 and earlier versions, the device data are retrieved and parsed by the device driver (System Driver), 

maintained, and updated by NetBrain. When device data is inaccurate, the user can only contact NetBrain and wait 
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for a patch of the driver to fix the issue. V10.1 enables users to correct the data accuracy issues by themselves via 

a new feature, Open Driver (OD), which leverages the low code ability of Visual Parser.  

An Open Driver defines the target device data (which data is to be corrected), the data source (the commands to 

retrieve the data), the Parser, the mapping between parser variables and the target data. For example, suppose the 

software version of a Cisco IOS router is empty or incorrect. The user can create an Open Driver to parse the output 

of the CLI command show version and map the variable $version to the device property Software Version.  

 

 

 

The main workflow: after the scheduled PV, NetBrain users view PV errors and warnings on DAW. For the issues 

recommended to be resolved by OD, create an OD and test run OD.  
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A user can define an OD to modify multiple target data (for example, the same CLI command can set more than one 

device property) and define as many ODs as necessary for one device. ODs will be executed automatically after the 

SD whenever the corresponding SD is applied, such as the Benchmark process.  

 

 

3.5.1 Define OD 

The system provides the OD editor to define OD without coding. The user can follow the recommended action, 

New OD/Enable Beta OD at DAW, or from Open Driver Manager to create an OD.  

The main steps to define an OD is to define the data mapping, which includes three essential steps:  

1. Select the target device data. You can select a device property, an interface property, a system table, or 

NCT.  

2. Define the data source. You can use the variables from an existing Parser or create a new Parser.  

3. Map the source data variables to the target device data. 

 

After that, you can define the qualifications for this OD.  
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3.5.1.1 Select Target Device Data 

OD can be used to modify the following data: 

• Device Property (GDR) 

 

Not all GDR can be modified by OD. Only those with the flag Visible in OD checked (can be set in the GDR 

configuration page at Tenant Management) can be changed by OD. The system supports the following types 

of device GDR: 

 

    Description  

Single Value  

(String, integer, Boolean) 

 For example, Hostname, Software Version, etc.  

Table Can select any column of the table as the target data.  

List Can be mapped to a column (field) of a source table.  

Object Support the property of an object.  

 

 

• Interface Property (GDR) 

Same as the device GDR, only those interface GDR with the flag Visible in OD checked can be modified by OD. 
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Interface GDR is a table with the interface name as the key from a device’s perspective. Therefore, the source data 

must be a table with the interface name as the key. For example, you can use the CLI command, show ip interface, 

to set the interface, inbound ACL, outbound ACL, etc.  

 

 

The system supports the same types of interface GDR as device GDR.  

• System Table  

Built-in system tables are created by SD and can be modified by OD.  

• NCT Table  
 

OD can modify an existing NCT table and create a new NCT table. Only the global NCT table (not VRF or subtables) 

is supported. OD can change all columns of an existing or new NCT table.  
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The NCT table created by OD is identical to the standard NCT table, can be updated in the system benchmark 

process, is viewed as device data, and used by the automation assets such as Qapp, Runbook nods, Qapp, and 

Change Analysis.  

 

3.5.1.2 Define Data Source  

The data source of an OD can be a CLI command, configuration, and an existing Parser. To support the data retrieved 

via SNMP or API as the data source, you need to define a Parser for the SNMP or API data first and then select the 

Parser as the data source. 

To add a CLI command as the data source, the user enters the CLI command, retrieves the data, and selects an 

existing Parser or creates a new Parser. Users can choose a Parser with the CLI Command having the parameters 

such as show ip route vrf $VrfName(however, users cannot enter the CLI command with the parameters directly). 

V10.1 only supports two built-in variables: 
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Built-in Variable Example 

$VrfName show ip route vrf $vrf_name 

$peer-address show ip bgp advertised $peer_address 

show ip bgp advertised vrf $peer_address $vrf_name 

 

 

The configuration is a special data source. The user can retrieve the data from the live network or use the cached 

data and then select a Parser or create a new Parser.  

All variables defined by the data source Parser can be mapped to the target device data. However, in some cases, 

the variables of a Parser cannot be directly mapped to a target device data. For example, the CLI command parser 

variable is an IP address, while the target device data is the device hostname. Or the variables obtained from two 

CLI Parsers need to be merged to a new variable to be mapped to a target device data. 

To support these use cases, which require secondary parser data processing, the user will define the supporting 

variables first and then map the variable to the target device data. A support variable can be any Parser variable or 

a compound variable. 

A compound variable can combine multiple Parser variables into a new variable. The formula to create the 

compound variable depends on the variable type; for example, two string variables can be merged into a new string 

by appending them; a new number variable can be created by the algebraic formula of two numerical variables. 
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Also, a compound variable can call NetBrain API to transfer a Parser variable to a new variable, for example, from an 

IP address to a hostname. 

 

 

3.5.1.3 Map Data Source Variables to Target Device Data 

Mapping a single value variable is common for most Device and interface GDRs. To define this data mapping, you 

select a data source variable and a target device data and define the condition. By default, there is no condition, 

and the system simply assigns the data source variable to the target device data (overwrite) even if the value is 

empty. 
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To map a table, the user needs to match the columns of the source table to the target table after selecting the source 

and target table. Also, he needs to define which column of the target table is the key if it is not defined. The keys 

will identify the corresponding rows of the source table and target table. 
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There are three methods to map the tables: Overwrite (similar to Left Join of SQL), Stitch (similar to Right Join of 

SQL), and Merge (similar to Outer Join of SQL).  

Users can define a mapping condition. A simple use case for the mapping condition is: if the source data variable is 

empty (the system cannot retrieve the data), do not overwrite the target device data. Also, the user can develop 

multiple ODs for one target device data (for example, one OD via SNMP and the other OD via CLI command to set a 

device location). And mapping condition can be used to define what condition an OD can overwrite the target device 

data.  

 

The actions for a single value variable can be Overwrite (assigning the source data to the target data) and Skip (do 

nothing). 

The actions for a table column variable can be: Overwrite; Overwrite if Source is Not Empty; Merge; Merge if 

Source is Not Empty; Skip. 

3.5.2 Test OD 

OD Editor provides the Test button for the user to test run an OD.  
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After the user selects a device to run the OD, the system will display the execution logs, showing which data is 

retrieved and which target device data is set.  

 

3.5.3 Run OD 

After the scheduled Platform Validation (PV) check, all data accuracy issues are displayed in the DAW pane, showing 

the error code, error message, and recommended action. Many of these issues will be solved through OD. For 

example, the interface column of an ARP table is empty. Without waiting for the NetBrain team to update SD, the 

user can add an OD to parse the ARP table correctly and modify the ARP table. After testing the OD on this device, 

the user can apply the OD to other qualified devices. 

ODs will be automatically run after the corresponding SD in all functions, which will execute SD with one exception, 

Discovery. For example, Benchmark, Retrieve the device data, Path calculation, retrieve the system table and NCT 

table, Qapp, etc. If multiple ODs are enabled in a device, the system will execute ODs by order of the latest modified 

time (the most recently modified OD will be executed first). 
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To reduce the frequency to login to a device, the system executes ODs in two steps in the benchmark process: 

 

1. Retrieve all data on all qualified devices. The system will retrieve all data from the devices qualified for an OD 

according to the OD definition.  

2. Parse variables and update target data. 

3.5.4 Manage OD 

The system provides an OD Management interface to view and manage all ODs under domain management. ODs 

has three root nodes according to their type:  

• Built-in ODs: ODs created by the NetBrain team and will be updated via Knowledge Cloud (KC). 

• Beta ODs: ODs created by the NetBrain team and will be updated via KC. V10.1 introduces the concept of 

beta SD and beta OD. All beta ODs are not enabled to run by default. The user can test run a beta OD and 

enable this OD if the results are satisfying. After a beta OD has been tested successfully with customers, 

the NetBrain team will move a beta OD to a built-in OD so that all customers can benefit from it. 

• Customer-defined ODs: the ODs created and managed by the customer. The customer can create a new 

folder under this root node and create/edit/delete an OD. 

The built-in and beta ODs operations are primarily reserved for the NetBrain Platform team. A unique username 

and password will be required to enable the operations. Or, the system administrator enables the debug mode to 

run these operations, including the import/export, create/edit/delete, etc. 
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4 New Foundation Modules 

4.1 Google Cloud Visual Management  

As more and more IT workloads are being moved to the public cloud like Google Cloud Platform (GCP), operating 

the public Cloud like GCP becomes challenging for IT specialists. Even if the automation and agility during the 

provisioning process have been greatly improved, it is not the same when it comes to the manageability of the 

public Cloud. The main challenges of managing a public cloud consist of the following aspects:  

• Lack of visibility: agile provision of cloud resources makes visibility difficult using the traditional manual 

method. 

• A huge number of accounts and subscriptions: to comply with the security requirements, you may have 

many accounts and subscriptions used by different teams. Managing all resources scattered in these 

accounts and subscriptions brings a heavy management burden to the team to troubleshoot cloud issues. 

• Multi-cloud and hybrid-cloud environments: East-West Traffic supporting key applications often traverse 

physical data centers, SDN data centers, and public Clouds like Google Cloud. You may also have different 

public clouds such as AWS, Azure, and GCP to prevent vendor lock-in. As a result, many organizations 

bring multiple public clouds into their production use, and you need to understand different cloud 

providers' uniqueness. 

• Collaboration within different teams and customers: an application that traverses through your network 

may involve multiple teams: network team, security team, cloud team, service team, and application 

team. When a problem occurs, you may need to involve all related teams to determine the root cause.  

The need to have visibility into the public Cloud like GCP becomes critical. Therefore, in V10.1, we have built the 

support for GCP consisting of the following areas:  

• Auto Discovery: NetBrain can discover Google Cloud resources and update the data periodically by 

leveraging the benchmark function. 

• Review network data and config with dynamic mapping: As we do for traditional and SDN networks, we 

use API to access GCP and provide the data model. You can build the map based on the data model. The 

system can periodically retrieve the data from Google Cloud providers and update the data model 

accordingly.  
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• Map application dependency across the end-to-end network: with the ability to build the data model for 

public Cloud, SDN, SD-WAN, and the traditional network, NetBrain can provide you the path analysis 

function across the entire network. NetBrain can check the routing table, security group, network ACL for 

all the networking objects along the path and display the checking result details.  

• SPOG access through cloud-native and 3rd party cloud management tools: NetBrain can display the cloud 

infrastructure data via Data View Templated (DVT) from GCP, Azure, and AWS API, display the cloud 

monitoring data from GCP Metric and Logs, AWS Cloud Watch, and Azure monitoring. Also, NetBrain can 

integrate with the cloud monitoring tools, such as Datadog, Splunk, and Dynatrace, to overlay the 

monitoring metrics/logging information on the NetBrain map. 

• Automate Troubleshooting with Runbook: The support for Runbook Automation is also expanded to the 

support of the public Cloud like GCP. You can build different Runbooks according to different 

troubleshooting scenarios and leverage the Automation within NetBrain's entire automation reference 

workflow. 

 

4.1.1 Discover GCP Resources 

NetBrain uses the GCP endpoint to discover GCP resources via API.  
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Users can run the discovery task manually or schedule a discovery task to discover GCP resources.   

 

The discovered objects are displayed on GCP Network Tree, a hieratical view, Organization > Folder > Project > 

VPC Network. Through this tree, you have access to all accounts in a single view.   

• Level 1: Google Organization  

▪ Level 2: Google Folder  

▪ Level 2/1: Google Folder 

▪ Level 2/2: Google Folder  

▪ ...... 

▪ Level 2/2/.../n: Google Folder   

▪ Level 3: Google Project   

▪ Level 4: Google VPC Network 

▪ Level 5: Google VPC Router  

▪ Level 5: Google Subnet  

▪ Level 6: Google VM instance 1 (Folder) 

▪ Level 6: Google VM instance 2 (Folder) 

▪ Level 5: Google Cloud Router  

▪ Level 5: Google VPN Gateway 

▪ Level 5: Google Cloud NAT 

▪ Level 5: Google Firewall 

▪ Level 5: Google Network Virtual Appliance (NVA) 

▪ Level 6: Google VM instance 

▪ Level 4: Google VM Instance Group (Folder) 

▪ Level 4: Google Network Endpoint Group (Folder) 

▪ Level 4: Google Load Balancer (Folder) 

▪ Level 4: Google Partner Interconnect (Folder) 

▪ Level 4: Google Dedicated Interconnect (Folder) 

The network objects are listed based on their hierarchy, for example,  

• The subnet is listed under the associated VPC Network. 
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• VM Instance is listed under the connected Subnet. 

• Load Balancer is a logic object connected with different VPC networks in multiple regions under the project. 

• Interconnect is not associated with a specific VPC Network, so it is under the project. 

 

You can click an object from the network tree to view its detailed info, and the hyperlink will bring you to the GCP 

page for this object. 

4.1.2 Map GCP Resources 

There are different ways to map a GCP resource: open a context map of a resource from the Network Tree, search 

a resource via its IP or ID, and map it from the research results. You can extend neighbors of GCP resources like 

the on-premises network devices.  
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4.1.2.1 GCP Context Map Examples  

A VPC Context Map demonstrates the Network reachability of a VPC Network: 

 

 

A subnet context map shows the virtual machine instances connected to the subnet within the VPC network.  
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A VPN Gateway context map shows the relationship between Google Cloud and the on-premises network. The IPsec 

VPN connection between the VPN gateway and the on-promise edge device will be displayed. Also, the link for BGP 

Session between the Cloud Router and the on-premises edge device will be displayed. 
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4.1.2.2 Hybrid Network Topology Map 

Users can drag and drop a public cloud object or an on-premises network device on the map and extend its 

neighbors to map the connections between a public cloud and an on-premises network. Currently, we support the 

connection topology map and live path calculation between Google Cloud and On-Premises Network via 

Partner/Dedicated Interconnect, HA/Classic VPN Gateway, and Network Virtual Appliance hybrid solution.  

 

4.1.2.3 Search and Map 

You can search a public object with its name, IP address, or ID to identify where the resource is located and 

create maps based on the search results.  
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4.1.3 Application Path for Hybrid and Multi-cloud 

The path function has been extended to GCP. The system supports end-to-end path calculation in a hybrid and 

multi-cloud environment, and you can analyze the traffic flow between two endpoints.  

A GCP VPC Network consists of IP range and subnets. It may also have cloud-native networking services such as VPN 

Gateway, Cloud NAT, Cloud Router, Cloud NAT, etc. NetBrain creates a VPC router for each VPC to simulate the 

routing and security check function. The GCP subnet is visualized in NetBrain's dynamic map via the LAN media 

concept so that you can view the different networking objects and understand how they are connected. VPC peering 

is also supported with the peering ID displayed on the map.  
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Path calculation will render the related routing and firewall rule/policy security check details.  
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4.1.3.1 Traffic across GCP and On-Premises Network 

There are different ways to connect an on-premises network to a GCP VPC Network: 

• VPN Gateway Connect 

VPN Gateway securely connects your peer network to your Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) network through 

an IPsec VPN connection. Traffic traveling between the two networks is encrypted by one VPN gateway and then 

decrypted by the other. NetBrain supports visualizing the topology and path of VPN Gateway as well as the following 

data tables: 

✓ Google Virtual Route Table 

✓ Google Cloud VPN Tunnels Table 

• Partner/Dedicated Interconnect 

Cloud Interconnect extends your on-premises network to Google's network through a highly available, low latency 

connection. You can use Dedicated Interconnect to connect directly to GCP or use Partner Interconnect to connect 

to GCP through a supported service provider. NetBrain supports visualizing the topology and path of 

Partner/Dedicated Interconnect, as well as the following data tables: 

✓ BGP Advertised Routes Table 

✓ Google Partner Interconnect Physical Connections Table 

✓ Google Partner Interconnect VLAN Attachment Table 

✓ Google Virtual Route Table 

• Network Virtual Appliance (NVA) 

NVA can be loaded with any vendor's virtual machine (VM) images to support networking, security, and other 

functions. NetBrain supports visualizing the topology and path of the VPN Tunnel connection between GCP NVA 

and On-Premises edge devices. 

The following diagram demonstrates the path between GCP and the on-premises network, connected by the 

Interconnect, VPN, and VNA.  
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The following diagram shows the traffic through an example of VNA, a Cisco CSR 1000v Cloud Services Router, 

which provides a cloud-based virtual router deployed on a virtual machine (VM) instance on x86 server hardware.  
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4.1.3.2 Hub-Spoke Network  

The Hub VPC Network in GCP acts as a central point of connectivity to your on-premises network. The spokes VPC 

Network has peer with the Hub. Shared services are deployed in the Hub, while individual workloads are deployed 

as spokes. The following path shows that the Hub provides a shared Interconnect resource for all Spokes VPC 

networks to visit the on-premises devices.  
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4.1.3.3 VPC Network Connect  

You can connect VPC networks with VPC peering or a VPN connection. NetBrain supports visualizing the topology 

and path of inter and intra VPC networks, as well as the following data tables: 

✓ Google Virtual Route Table 

✓ Google VPC Endpoint Group Table 

✓ Google VPC Instance Group Table 

✓ Google VPC Instance Group Members Table 

✓ Google VPC Peering Table 

✓ Google VPC Routes Table 

✓ Google VPC Subnets Table 

The following path demonstrates VPC network peering, which connects VPC networks so that workloads in different 

VPC networks can communicate internally. Thus, the traffic stays within the GCP and does not traverse the public 

internet. 
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The following diagram demonstrates the path through an IPsec VPN connection. Traffic traveling between the two 

networks is encrypted by one VPN gateway and then decrypted by the other, protecting your data as it travels over 

the internet. 
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4.1.3.4  GCP Firewall Policy/Rule Check 

NetBrain checks the GCP Firewall Policy and Rule while discovering the path through GCP objects. You can have a 

setting to bypass the Security Policy and Rule check. The following data tables are supported: 

✓ Google Firewall Policies Table 

✓ Google Firewall Rules Table 

✓ Google Virtual Route Table 

 

4.1.3.5 GCP Load Balancer  

GCP Cloud Load Balancing is a fully distributed, software-defined managed service. NetBrain supports visualizing 

the topology and path of both External and Internal Load Balancer, as well as the following data tables: 

✓ Google Load Balancer Backend Table 

✓ Google Load Balancer Forwarding Rules Table 
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✓ Google Load Balancer Host and Path Rules Table 

✓ Google Virtual Route Table 

 

 

4.1.3.6  Shared VPC  

GCP Shared VPC allows an organization to connect resources from multiple projects to a common Virtual Private 

Cloud (VPC) network to communicate with each other securely and efficiently using internal IPs from that network.  
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4.1.3.7 Cross Multiple Projects or Organizations  

NetBrain supports visualizing the topology and path of the resources crossing multiple projects or organizations.  

The following diagram demonstrates the path through Service Project 1 and Host Project.  
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The following diagram demonstrates a path crossing two organizations via VPC Peering or VPN Tunnel. 
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4.1.3.8  Path across Multi-Cloud  

NetBrain supports visualizing the topology and path across different public Clouds such as AWS, Azure, and GCP.  

 

 

4.1.4 SPOG with Cloud Native and 3rd Party Management Tools 

Data view (DVT) allows you to monitor various public data in the NetBrain environment. There are two kinds of 

data that the system can visualize: 

• Public Cloud Infrastructure Data: the basic information of cloud operational status, routing/security, tag 

information, etc.  

• Cloud Monitoring Metrics: the monitoring metrics from the cloud-native monitoring tools.  

 

For example, the built-in GPC basic info DVT displays a GCP resource's basic information or properties. The different 

types of resources have different types of properties. For example, project ID, Project name, VPC ID, and VPC name 

for the Google Firewall; subnet auto-creation, MTU, and routing configuration for the Google VPC router. 
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Another DVT example, VPC Flow Logs Analysis, monitors the abnormal VPC traffic from specific IPs and regions. 

For example, if DDOS attacks the GCP Network, the source IP from a specific region will increase sharply.  
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Visualizing data from 3rd Party cloud management tools enables NetBrain dynamic map to render a complete view 

of your cloud infrastructures. The integration with 3rd Party cloud management tools is customizable, and NetBrain 

can integrate with any cloud management tool to suit your specific needs.  An example is an integration with the 

Datadog:  the system collects and analyzes the GCP firewall rule logs from Datadog and displays the results on the 

map. This integration can help find the history of a firewall rule and trace down any mistakenly deleted firewall 

rules.    

 

 
 

4.2 IPv6 Network Support  

V10.1 adds the support of the single-stack IPv6 network, including the discovery of IPv6 only network devices, 

L3/L2 topology, and mapping.  

 

4.2.1 Discover Device based on IPv6 Address 

In V10.1, the discovery functionalities have been improved to support the discovery of single-stack IPv6 devices, 

including: 
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• Discovery via Seed Routers: supports the input of both pure IPv6 address and mix of IPv4/IPv6 addresses 

Note: This release does not support the neighbor walking of IPv6 address discovery. 

• Scan IP Range: supports the input of both single IPv6 address and range of IPv6 address.  

Note: The IPv6 network segment must be specified by the mask, and the mask must be less than or equal 

to the 104-bit mask). 

Other discovery related improvements of IPv6 support includes: 

1. Support IPv6 Address in Do Not Scan Definition:  

• Supports entering both IPv4 and IPv6 subnets into a Do not scan list when defining Do Not Scan based on 

Subnet. 

• The input IP address format (IPv4 or IPv6) can be automatically identified.  

• The input subnet mask range supports dynamic change. 

 

 

2. Support IPv6 Address in Network Definition: Network Definition allows users to manually define the device 

type and driver used by an IP address range when the device type and driver device cannot be accurately 
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identified through SNMP. The definition of IPv6 is supported in the IP address range, which is consistent with 

the IP range specs in Discovery. 

 

 

 

3. Advanced Options for Discovery: Some Advanced Options (neighbor walking) do not support IPv6 in this 

release. 
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4. Import IP List Template: a download template file menu and a template file are provided for user reference. 

 

4.2.2 Topology Improvements 

IPv6 L3 topology has been improved, with additional support for the following network technologies: 

1. VRF 

The VRF configured on the interface with an IPv6 address configuration will be parsed and applied to the IPv6 L3 

topology calculation. When multiple interfaces are configured with the same IPv6 address prefix, and some of these 

interfaces are configured with the same VRF, a LAN media with the VRF name will be used to connect these 

interfaces. 

 

 

2. Secondary IP 

When multiple IPv6 addresses are configured on the same interface, IPv6 L3 topologies will be created for these 

IPv6 addresses, respectively. 
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3. IPv6 over IPv4 GRE tunnel 

Support IPv6 over IPv4 GRE tunnel technology for IPv6 topology. 

 

 

 
 

 

4. HSRP/VRRP/GLBP 

If an IPv6 address is configured with First Hop Redundancy Protocols such as HSRP/VRRP/GLBP, the specific protocol 

name, group ID, and virtual IP address on the LAN media connecting these interfaces will be displayed. 

 

 

4.2.3 More Built-in Data to Support IPv6 

The following built-in data have been added to the NetBrain platform to facilitate the subsequent data analysis and 

better support the IPv6 related functionalities: 

 

# Data Table Description Improved Status 

1 Route Table Add a new NCT table: IPv6 Route Table. Only support data 

retrieval via CLI 
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2 CDP Table Add two more columns to the existing CDP table 

to retrieve Global IPv6 Address and Link Local 

Address. 

Only support data 

retrieval via CLI 

3 Neighbor Discover 

Table 

Provide a separate IPv6 neighbor table for IPv6; 

the columns resolved by NCT are: Type, IPv6 

Global Address, MAC address, Interface, Vlan, 

Private Vlan, Age, State, Time Left. 

Only support data 

retrieval via CLI 

4 Interface Information Add the additional command of the IPv6 interface 

to analyze the IPv6 interface related information 

when parsing the config file. 

Only support data 

retrieval via CLI 

 

4.2.4 More Functions Supporting IPv6  

1. Share/Private Device Settings: the device management IP supports IPv4 and IPv6. 

 

                           

 

2. Change Management Login Settings now supports IPv4 and IPv6. 
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3. Batch Tune: the management IP in both Tune Live Access Settings and Tune Private CLI Settings now supports 

IPv4 and IPv6. In addition, the management IP in the UI supports the display of IPv4/IPv6 address format. 

 

 

4. Fine Tune: the following functions of Fine Tune also support the IPv6 address format. 
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# Function Description 

1 Unknown IP Unknown IP supports IPv6 address format. 

2 Discovered Device Management IP supports IPv6 address format. 

3 Missed Devices Management IP supports IPv6 address format. 

4 Discovered by SNMP Management IP supports IPv6 address format. 

5 Unknow SNMP SysObjectID Management IP supports IPv6 address format. 

6 Unclassified Network 

Devices 

Management IP supports IPv6 address format. 
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5 Collaborative Troubleshooting Enhancements 

5.1 Personal Map Copy 

In previous versions, one map could be edited by multiple users concurrently. However, only the map owner can 

save the changes on the map. Multiple users may operate simultaneously on a shared map such as the site map 

while troubleshooting the same problem.  The limitation that only the owner can save and share the changes in a 

map can hinder team collaborations.  

IE v10.1 introduces the Personal Map Copy function to facilitate better collaborations. Users can create a personal 

copy of a shared map (the master map) that they do not own. Then, users can save a personal copy and share their 

findings and changes with others without altering the master map.  

Personal Copy can help two types of collaboration: 

• Real-time collaboration: user B saves a map owned by user A as a personal copy and shares this personal copy 

with user A. User A can see any changes and actions user B makes in this personal copy.  
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• Non-real-time collaboration: users create their personal copy maps from a shared site map.  
 

 

 

5.1.1 Create Personal Copy 

Users can save any map as a personal copy with the Save as My Copy operation. He can select Current Page or All 

Pages for the personal copy.  After the personal map copy is generated, changes can be made to this copy without 

impacting the master map. 
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5.1.2 Switch Map Copy 

Users can browse other users’ copies of a master map. The personal copy shows the owner’s initials (Avatar) and 

the status (whether the owner logins to the IE system).  
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5.1.3 Auto Refresh 

Auto Refresh will be available to users when the current map (can be the master map or the personal copies 

owned by others) is opened in View-Only mode, i.e., the user has no editing right to this map. 

 

 

Open a view-only map and enable Auto Refresh. Then, any changes by other users on the map will be 

automatically synchronized to the current view-only map. As a result, users will view the latest version of the 

map. 

Users can configure the refresh settings: 

• Refresh All (Map & Data View) 

This option means reloading the latest saved map first and then reapplying the data view last selected in the map 

when refreshed. 

• Only Refresh Data View 

This option means reapplying the data view currently selected in the map when refreshed. For example, if the map 

owner drags and moves devices on a map to change the map layout or zoom in/out the map, the view-only map 

layout remains unchanged when refreshed. 
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5.2 Reference Map Enhancements 

In the previous versions, users can create maps associated with NI, path, site, device group, and other types of 

objects. These maps are not standalone and can only be accessed from hosting objects. These maps cannot be 

shared across features, so users must copy the original map.  These hidden maps can be divided into two types: 

Function Map, created with functions like Site, device group, NI, and Path; Reference Map, referenced by Path, NI, 

and member NIs of a NIC. 

V10.1 provides two main improvements:  

• Allow any common or function map as the reference map by Path, NI, and member NI.  

• Browse all common maps and function maps in a central place.  

The mainly function/reference map types are listed as follow: 

Function Map Type 

Standalone Map Common map 

Site Map Function Map 

Device Group Map Function Map 

Network Intent Map Function Map and Reference Map 

Path Map Function Map and Reference Map 

Intent Cluster Member NI map Function Map and Reference Map 

 

5.2.1 Function Maps Dialog 

A central dialog, Function Maps, is provided for users to open all common, function, and reference maps.   
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Select a map type in the left pane, and all maps for this type will be displayed in the right pane. The maps are 

organized in the folder structure for the common, device group, and NI maps and the site tree for the site maps.  

The path maps are displayed under the Applications, and the intent maps of NIC’s NI members are under each 

NIC.  
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The system will automatically create the map if a user selects a device group map or a site map not generated yet. 

 

5.2.2 Set Reference Map  

V10.1 makes two enhancements for the user to set a reference map for the path and NI:  

• The function maps dialog is used to select a map for the reference map of Path, NI, member NIs of NIC, 

and Incent map.  

• In earlier versions, when a map is set to be a reference map, the system makes a hard copy of the master 

map, and these two maps are totally independent and need to be maintained separately. V10.1 provides 

an option to allow a reference map is associated with the master map instead of a hard copy. 
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5.3 Site Map Enhancements  

A site is often connected with other sites, and it will be helpful to show the detailed border link information in a 

site map. Currently, only site member devices are drawn on a site map. 

In v10.1, users can add more devices to a site map, such as the linked neighbor devices. A feature, Add Additional 

Devices for Map, is added in the site definition and devices. These additional devices will not be removed from 

the site map when the system benchmark task automatically updates site maps. 

 

 

 

Additional devices for a map only affect the mapping functions, and all other functions will not consider these 

devices as site member devices) such as inventory reports, searches, etc.  

 

5.4 Smart CLI for MAC OS 

The Smart CLI for Mac OS is added, with the same functions as the Smart CLI for Windows. 

Using Smart CLI, network engineers can intelligently analyze the CLI output, automatically document the 

troubleshooting activities, and effectively collaborate with a team of co-workers.  
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6 Other Enhancements  

6.1 KC and Auto Update Enhancements 

With the newest enhancements in Knowledge Cloud (KC), delivering platform resources to customers requires less 

manual work. Additionally, In V10.1, more resources are included in platform resources, such as Open Driver and 

platform validation rules.  Thus, customers can leverage more up-to-date resources than before.  

The platform resources that can be updated automatically includes: 

• Resources to create and maintain automation assets, such as FIT, Visual Parser, Guidebook, etc. 

• Resources to verify/fix data accuracy or maintain the system’s essential functions, such as Open Driver, 

platform validation rules, system driver, device type, etc.  

 

6.1.1 Enhancements in KC 

• Online update resources 

 In previous versions, KC has no direct connection with the NetBrain system. So NetBrain system 

administrator must download the software package from NetBrain Customer Portal and manually upload it to the 

system. In V10.1, the IE system will be connected to KC through License Server, allowing resources to be 

downloaded and installed to NetBrain IE and reducing the manual work of downloading and uploading the software 

package. 

• Enable auto-download and auto-install resources 

Users can decide whether to download and install the resources automatically. 
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• Users can discard the uploaded version for framework components, even if the update has been 

scheduled. 

 

6.1.2 Full Resources Updates 

By enabling the Download and Install Platform Resources Automatically option, full resources will be updated, 

i.e., all types of platform resources will be downloaded. The full resources update is incremental, i.e., only new 

platform resources will be downloaded. 

 

6.1.3 The List of Resources 

The platform resources that can be auto updated and downloaded via KC: 

Resource Name 

Qapp GDR Properties Golden Baseline Dynamic Analysis Logic 

Gapp Tech Spec Interface Type (Interface Name 

Translation) 

Runbook Template Media Type Default Date View Template  

Data View Template API Plugin Object Tree Template 

Parser Library SPOG URL  NGSystem. Technology License Definition 

Driver Visual Space Multi Source Mapping 

Device Type Vendor Model Table Domain system settings 

Device Icon & Picture Global Python Scripts (Built-in) 

 

Cloud type 

Topology Link Type (IPv4, IPv6 etc.) Variable Mapping & Global Variable FIT (Feature Intent Template) 
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Generic Schema (Including Generic SSchema Icon) Platform Plugin Full CLI Command 

CLI Command Template Beta Driver PV File 

Open Driver / / 

 

6.2 License Enhancements  

In V10.0, the License Model is divided into three sub-modules: Foundation, Network, and Function. The Foundation 

Module is for the traditional network devices, while the Network Module can be further divided into various 

emerging network technologies. Each Network Module has its own independent license counting method. The 

license of network modules cannot be converted in V10.0, which is inconvenient for the customers migrating from 

the traditional network to the new technology such as the public cloud.  

V10.1 introduces the following improvements: 

• Provide a new Universal Node License, allowing users to convert between Foundation and Network 

modules according to a defined ratio. The Universal Node License will coexist with the Separate Module 

License. 

• Improve the IBA license, allowing users to use the corresponding functions up to many times without 

purchasing IBA. This enhancement can speed up the adoption of PDAS.  

6.2.1 Universal Node License vs. Separate Module License  

The Universal Node License will coexist with the Separate Module License, although one system can only have one 

license model.  

• Separate Pool License Model: This license model in 10.0a remains unchanged.  

• Universal Node License Model: The customer does not need the separate Network Modules under this 

model. Instead, Network Modules will be converted to the universal nodes according to a specific ratio.  
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6.2.2 IBA License Adjustments 

 To speed up PDAS adoptions, V10.1 adjusts the IBA license as follows:  

• There are no restrictions on NI/NIC creation and viewing of NI/NIC history. 

• NI/NIC execution (both manually and triggered via API, including running NI inside API stub) will be 

metered daily per domain. The system will stop executing NI/NIC after a certain quota, and the customer 

needs to buy the IBA license to run NI/NIC without any limitation.  

• Users can switch to weekly usage metering instead of daily metering. 

• Preventative automation does not need the IBA license, including 1) Define AM probe; 2) View Trend 

chart; 3) View IBA dashboard. 

6.2.3 Function Improvements for IE 

V10.1 supports switching from Separate Pool License mode to Universal Pool License mode, and the functions and 

the relevant UI are adjusted accordingly, including the system license page, license assignment page, license 

usage page.  
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6.2.4 Discover Devices Exceeding Licensed Nodes 

Users often do not know how many devices are in their network and do not purchase enough nodes. V10.1 allows 

users to discover more devices than the licensed nodes. The devices exceeding the license are listed separately 

and cannot be mapped and participate in other functions. The user can configure how many more devices are 

discovered in the Advanced Setting of Discovery.   
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6.3 Discovery, Benchmark, Live Access, and Fine-Tune Enhancements  

6.3.1 Discovery Enhancements 

V10.1 made the following improvements on discovery:  

• When the system fails to retrieve the device configurations via CLI, the Configuration column is displayed as 

Failed instead of Succeeded via SNMP in the device log.  
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• The columns in the device log are reorganized for better display. 

 

          

• In previous versions, the devices that fail in Ping or SNMP in Scan IP Range will not be listed in the device 

log. In v10.1, the devices the user enters in the discovery input box will be listed in the device log even when 
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they fail with Ping or SNMP. The neighbor devices discovered by the system will not be listed in the device 

log of Scan IP Range if they fail with Ping or SNMP.  

 

• To maintain the management IP of the current devices in the domain, for neighbor devices successfully 

discovered in Discover via Seed Routers, the system will first check if those devices are in the current 

domain; if they are in the domain, their management IP will not change. This logic does not apply to seed 

devices: the management IP of the seed device will be updated if the discovery succeeds and the 

management IP is not locked.  

 

• Discovery via API can take hours to complete.  In previous versions, the discovery logs are loaded only when 

the discovery task is finished. In v10.1, the system will update the discovery logs every 10 minutes to provide 

users with the latest discovery progress.  

 

6.3.2 Benchmark Enhancements  

V10.1 made two enhancements on benchmark:  

• When the system fails to retrieve the device configurations via CLI, the Configuration column is displayed as 

Failed instead of Succeeded via SNMP in the device log.  
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• Add more settings to the Email Alerts section in the Benchmark definition interface to specify conditions to 

send the email and attached documents.  
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6.3.3 Fine Tune Enhancements 

Discovery and Benchmark are foundations for building the network model, accessing live network devices, and 

retrieving the device data periodically.  Both functions can generate the device accessibility and data integrity 

report. However, only the Discovery function generates the report in previous versions, and the Benchmark 

function does not. V10.1 improves the Benchmark function to create the report so that users can find the device 

accessibility issues to make the schedule benchmark tasks work well. 

V10.1 also makes several usability improvements in the Fine Tune: 

• Adjusts the report organization to adapt the data source extension and the logic improvements. 

• Tell users intuitively which device accessibility report has alerts through the alert status icon. 
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6.3.4 Front Server Group 

Front Server Group was removed in v10.0 when the data storage system was redesigned for Preventive Automation. 

V10.1 added it back to support the high availability function for Front Servers.  

For Preventive Automation, the load balance function of the Front Server Group is not available since the data is 

stored on Front Server.  Users need to manually migrate the data while switching the device from one Front Server 

to another. For all other functions to use the live access, such as discovery and benchmark, Front Server Group 

provides the load balance function: if one Front Server is down, the other available Front Server will be used.  

Both Front Server and Front Server Groups can be selected in shared device settings. If a Front Server Group is 

selected for devices, NetBrain will equally assign those devices to Front Servers under the Front Server Group for 

Preventive Automation. 

Users can manage the devices under a Front Server or Front Server Group by adding or removing devices from the 

managed device list. 

• If devices are added to a Front Server Group, the Front Server Group is used for device live access, and 

those devices will be evenly assigned to Front Servers of the Front Server Group for Preventive Automation. 

• If devices are removed from the Front Server Group or Front Server, they will also be removed from the 

managed device list for Preventive Automation. Similarly, if devices are removed from the Preventive 

Automation list, they will also be removed from the managed device list for device live access. 
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The deployment method for the Front Server Group is the same as the deployment in v8.x. When the system is 

upgraded from v8.x to v10.1, the settings related to Front Server and the Front Server Group will be inherited kept. 

 

6.3.5 Lock Only One Setting in Device Setting 

In Shared Device Settings, users can lock/unlock only one setting: Management IP, Front Server, or 

CLI/SNMP/API. 
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Correspondingly, the users can lock one of these settings on the Fune Tune. 

 

6.4 Installation Pre-check Tool 

The installation and upgrading of the system require the correct configurations of the servers. If these requirements 

are not met, installation/upgrade failures can happen. Or the installed/upgraded IE cannot run smoothly afterward. 

 

To enhance the success rate and simplify the process of installation/upgrade, v10.1 provides a pre-check tool to 

check users’ system readiness to install/upgrade and generate a report to help users prepare appropriately for the 

installation/upgrade.  
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The tool supports all-in-two, distributed, and HA deployment and upgrading from 7.1x, 8.x, and 10.x to 10.1. 

 

The command line based pre-check tool can check both Windows and Linux servers and report if these servers can 

meet the installation/upgrade requirements. If a requirement is not satisfied, more details may be provided. In 

addition, the report includes a summary listing all errors and warning messages.  

 

6.5 Automation Usage Pane Enhancements 

Automation Usage Pane provides the metric of the different types of automation, such as how many NIs are created 

and how many times NIs are executed. V10.1 optimizes the algorithm to calculate the metrics accurately and 

displays more metrics, as illustrated in the following diagram:  

 

• Triggered automation and interactive automation are displayed separately.  

• The Objects (e.g., Incident, Map, etc.) are classified into new and total categories. 

• The run times of the automation, such as Discover Path, Network Intent, etc., are counted. 
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6.5.1 Intent Quota and License Summary 

Users can view the Intent Execution usage and quota when the IBA license is not purchased. Users can switch the 

meter between week and day with Metered by. The number of times when the node license, seat license, and IBA 

license are exceeded is also displayed.  

  

 

6.6 Search Enhancements  

V10.1 expands the search functions to more objects, including: 

• the automation assets such as Qapp, Gapp, Runbook, and DVT. The results are listed under the category 

Automation Assets.  
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• NCT (Network Control Tables): two NCT are searchable: Virtual server table and NAT table. All columns in the 

table can be searched, and the system will search only the current baseline data. 

 

6.7 New REST APIs 

V10.1 adds the following REST APIs: 

• TAF Management  

✓ Create IT System Data Model API 

✓ Auto Trigger API 

✓ Get Trigger Result API 

✓ Get Trigger Diagnosis Definition API 

✓ Manually Trigger API 

✓ Update Incident Message API 

✓ Get Temporary Incident Portal Access Token API 

✓ Verify User Permission API 

• API Server Management: 

✓  Get All API Servers Configured in Domain API 
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• AWS Account Management 

✓ Add AWS Account API 

✓ Delete AWS Account API 

✓ Get AWS Account API 

✓ Get AWS Accounts API 

✓ Patch AWS Account API 

• Authentication and Authorization 

✓ Get All Accessible Domains API 

✓ Get All Accessible Tenants API 

• Device Group Management 

✓ Add Device Group 

✓ Get Device Group API 

✓ Get Group Devices API 

Refer to https://github.com/NetBrainAPI/NetBrain-REST-API-R10.1 for details of new and updated APIs.  

 

6.8 Other Improvements and Adjustments  

6.8.1 Other Map Improvements   

Besides the personal map copy and reference map, v10.1 has the following map related improvements:  

• In the Map Page setting, Add Apply to Other Maps so that users can bulk apply the settings to other maps.  

 

https://github.com/NetBrainAPI/NetBrain-REST-API-R10.1
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• Users can set the background color. White is the default color. 

            

 

• Users can set up User Preference to define the behavior of double-clicking a device and whether scrolling 

the mouse wheel to zoom in/out a map requires pressing the Ctrl key.  
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• Allow users to change the device style (compact or expanded) of the selected device(s) instead of all devices 

on the map.  

 

 

 

 

• Users can decide whether to release editing rights when closing the map. This option will take effect at map 

level and applies to shared map/site map/device group map. 

6.8.2 ACI Leaf Global NCT Moved To APIC 

In.1, the ACI leaf global NCT will be moved to the APIC server, reducing redundant data storage. The user can view 

the Global Data Tables in Cisco ACI. Users can also view via View Device Data> Related NCTs in spine and leaf. 
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6.8.3 Select Device Type Improvements 

The system now supports more than 200 device types, and sometimes it is not easy to locate a device type. 

Therefore, V10.1 makes the following improvements:  

• all supported device types are sorted in numerical and alphabetical orders and add an option Only Device 

Types in Network so that only device types in the current domain will be displayed. 
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• Support searching device type with the keyword. 

• Support switching between Show selected and Show all. While selecting the device type, the user can click 

Show selected to see what device types have been selected; afterward, the user can click Show all to 

continue the selection.  

 

 

 

6.8.4 Overall Health Monitoring Adjustments 

To avoid users’ confusion, Overall Health Monitoring will be equal to Overall Health View (DVT), not 

including Overall Health Monitor (Qapp). Users can still use Overall Health Monitor Qapp as a general built-in 

Qapp. 
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6.8.5 Unknown End System Improvements 

V10.1 allows users to resolve the DNS name or add an unknown IP as an end system directly from the map by 

setting its property.  
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6.8.6 Qapp Improvements 

V10.1 made the following improvements on Qapp: 

• When defining Qapp, users can specify which data source(s) to apply and then set a specific data 

source as the default. So, the Qapp won’t fail to run due to wrong data source selection, or users can 

directly run Qapp with its default data source.   

 

 
 

• End users can view Qapp task results from the Schedule Qapp page. He can select Run Now, view 

results, and Export to CSV. However, users must have domain management privilege to edit, disable/ 

enable, delete tasks created by other users. And they cannot stop tasks currently run by other users.  

 

 
 

• Users can select the current baseline as the data source to run the scheduled Qapp for compliance 

check and report. 
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• Allow users to run the Qapp directly from the Qapp Center.  The Qapp will be added to the runbook 

and run. 

 

6.8.7 Admin UI Improvements  

In the previous version, the domain admin, tenant, and system admin pages are hard to navigate. Especially, the 

operation drop-down menus have too many levels so that users cannot find the things. V10.1 made the following 

improvements:  
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• Add frequently used domain management functions in the start menu of the main UI and provide 

three links at the bottom of the start menu for the domain management page, current tenant 

management page, and system management page if the user has the corresponding privileges. 

 

• The domina management start menu has all the functions in domain management and three links to 

Desktop (main UI), current tenant management page,  and system management page. 

• The system management start menu has all functions in system management and a link to any tenant 

management. 

• The tenant management start menu has all functions in tenant management and includes a link to the 

system management. 
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6.8.8 Supported Operations of Device Type Adjustments  

Some of the supported operations configured on the device type are no longer meaningful and removed from the 

definition. A new operator, Data Accuracy Wizard (DAW), is added. For example, the end system does not need to 

support the DAW function. 

 

6.8.9 Service Monitor Improvements 

The log collection of the service monitor may take a long time if the log is large. IEv10.1 adds an Async Collect Log 

button to allow users to enter an email address and be notified without waiting for the process to finish.  

 

          

When the system finishes collecting the log, a notification will be sent to this email address. The users can click 

the link in the email to download logs. 
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6.8.10 Security Related Enhancements  

• Added the support for Alma and Rocky Linux.  Updates to CENTOS are no longer supported, and so for 

kernel versions 8.5 and above, support for Alma and Rocky Linux was added for new OS updates (including 

security issues/vulnerabilities).  

• Enhancements to automatic update/apply capabilities: security considerations included for IE update 

management. 

• Improved password policy:  new configurable password blacklist. Add two hardcode rules that the 

password must meet. 

 

 
 

 

• Updated the following 3rd party library:  
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Library Name Previous version  New Version 

Log4j2 2.11.1 2.17.1 

JDK 11.0.9+11 11.0.14.1+1 

Uri.js 1.19.6 1.19.8 

Elasticsearch (C / S) 6.8.6 / 6.8.12 6.8.9 / 6.8.23 

Urllib3 1.26.4 1.26.8 

Redis 6.0.13 6.2.6 

Follow redirects 1.5.10 1.14.7 

Axios 0.19.2 0.25.0 

HighCharts 8.2.2 9.2.2 

MongoDB 4.0.20 4.0.28 

RabbitMQ 3.8.16 3.8.19 

Underscore 1.9.1 1.12.1 

OpenSSL 1.1.1j 1.1.1l 
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7 Appendix  

7.1 Version Compatibility and Upgrade  

 The following IE versions can be upgraded to v10.1: 

• V10.0 and 10.0a 

• V8.0, 8.01, 8.02, and 8.03  

• V7.1, 7.1a, 7.1a1, 7.1a2 and 7.1a3  

• V7.0b and 7.0b1 

Due to the license adjustments, the license must be reactivated after upgrading to 10.1. Also, the benchmark data 

of v7.x cannot be used, and users must run a full benchmark after upgrading.  

 

7.2 Performance Improvement 

The test results on NetBrain lab show improvements of benchmark tasks compared with the prior version:  

Test Scenario V10.0a  V10.1 

Benchmark 45,000 simulated devices 5 hours and 3 mins 2 hours and 54 mins 

Build L2 topology of 45,000 simulated devices 1 hour and 2mins 31 mins 

Build L3 topology of 45,000 simulated devices 31 mins 2 mins 

 

Also, we compare the performance of Qapp and NI to implement the same function. The results show that NI is 

six times faster than Qapp. 
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